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O
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., (" Con

C) Edison"), licensee of Indian Point Station, Unit No. 2, and

Power Authority of the State of New York (the "Pcwer Authority"),

licensee of Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant (collectively

O the " licensees"), submit these responses to the UCS/NYPIRG

First Set of Interrogatories and Request for Production of

Documents to Con Edison and PASNY and the Addendum thereto.

O The following are general comments or objections applicable to

multiple interrogatories.

A. Emergency planning responsibilities
O

UCS/NYPIRG interrogatories in many instances reflect

fundamental misapprehension as to the various responsibilitiesa

O for radiological emergency planning both generically and at

Indian Point in particular. Although the Commission ultimately

maintains licensing jurisdiction over nuclear power plants, the

O licensees' responsibility for and jurisdiction over emergency

planning terminates at the site boundary. Pursuant to State

law and consistent with federal regulations, the State of New

O York maintains primary responsibility for off-site radiological

emergency planning (see N.Y. Executive Law, Art. 2-B). Radio-

logical emergency response plans and procedures ("RERP's" or
O

O
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! " plans") for the four counties surrounding Indian Point

are annexed to the State plan.

O.
Accordingly, most of the interrogatories relating to

off-site emergency planning were misdirected to the licensees.

g The information sought, if available, would be more appropri-

ately obtained from the governmental authorities responsible

for off-site emergency response.

O
Nevertheless, much of the information sought may be

found in the off-site emergency plans themselves, with which

the licensees are familiar. Accordingly, where information
O

is known on such a basis, we have attempted in an effort to

expedite discovery to respond to the interrogatories concerning

those plans, primarily by reference to portions of the plans.*
O

This approach is analogous to the general principle of*

responding to interrogatories, which permits reference to
documents as an answer where the answer may be derived or

O ascertained from such documents. See, e.g., Fed. R. Civ. P.
33(c), which states:

Option to Produce Business Records. Where the
answer to an interrogatory may be derived or as-
certained from the business records of the party

O upon whom the interrogatory has been served or
from an examination, audit or inspection of such
business records, including a compilation, ab-
stract or summary thereof, and the burden of
deriving or ascertaining the answer is substanti-
ally the same for the party serving the in-

O terrogatory as for the party served, it is a
sufficient answer to such interrogatory to specify
the records from which the answer may be derived
or ascertained and to afford to the party serving
the interrogatory reasonable opportunity to examine,
audit or inspect such records and to make copies,g

(footnote continued)
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IQ We continue to note, however, that the off-site authorities

the more appropriate sources for this type of information.are

O B. Discovery assignments

In some instances UCS/NYPIRG served interrogatories

relating to contentions which were beyond the scope of Commis-

0

(footnote continued)
compilations, abstracts or summaries. A specifica-
tion shall be in sufficient detail to permit'the

O interrogating party to locate and to identify, as
readily as can the party served, the records from
which the answer may be ascertained.

UCS/NYPIRG, in its preface to Interrogatories 19-101, has
' requested identification of persons who have knowledge which

O served as the basis for the responses to those interroga-
tories. In instances in which the licensees have responded
by reference to the plans or other documents, of course,
such identification is inappropriate.

In certain other instances, UCS/NYPIRG has propounded inter-
O rogatories which call for a legal conclusion, such as whether

compliance with certain regulations is required (see, e.g.,
Interrogatory 4). In such instances, counsel provided the
basis for the response.

In instances in which voluminous documents are referred to,,
as answers (e.g., draf t document " Methodology to Estimate'"

Roadway Travel Times During an Evacuation"), copies of such
documents have been or are being provided to UCS/NYPIRG; the
Board; the Public Documents Room of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, D.C.; and the White Plains Public
Library, White Plains, New York. An additional copy will beg available to the parties for inspection and copying at the
offices of Shea & Gould, 330 Madison Avenue, New York, New
York 10017, on May 21, 1982 from 9:30 A.M. to noon.

The documents cited regarding the methodology used by Parsons,

o Brinckerhoff, Quade and Douglas, Inc. were made available to
UCS/NYPIRG for inspection and copying on May 17, 1982.

O -3-
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O

O' sion Questions 3 and 4. In light of the Board's clear focus on

Questions 3 and 4 in its Memorandum and Order (Formulating

Contentions, Assigning Intervenors, and Setting Schedule) dated

O
April 23, 1982 (the " April 23 Order") (at p. 22) and its direc-

tion that the issues related to Questions 3 and 4 be addressed

initially in the proceeding, the licensees reserve their answers
O

or objections to interrogatories arising beyond Questions 3 and

4.

O In other instances, UCS/NYPIRG served interrogatories

relating to contentions for which it has not been assigned lead

or contributing intervenor status. In its Memorandum and Order

O (Formulating Contentions and Designating Intervenor Responsi-

bilities) dated April 9, 1982 (the " April 9 Order"), the Board

limited discovery for each contention to the lead and contribut-

O ing intervenors thereon. Accordingly, the licensees have

objected to all interrogatories which fail to comply with such

requirement.

O
C. Document production

In many instances UCS/NYPIRG has served interroga-
O' tories which are, in effect, requests for production of docu-

ments. We note that while 10 CFR S2.7406 requires responses to

interrogatories within 14 days, 10 CFR S2.741 allows 30 days

O

-4-
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for responses to document requests.* Accordingly, the licen-

sees do intend to produce documents or make objections,

except --wise specified, at this time. We are prepared,

while ,- any claims of privilege or other objections tog
such 3 cion, to consider a future time and location for the

produt. ion of documents, in accordance with 10 CFR Part 2 and

the convenience of the parties. In fact, since the licensees
O

believe that documents UCS/NYPIRG requests may also be encom-

passed by other intervenors' document requests, it may be in

O the interest of all parties to coordinate such requests.

O

O

O

.O
Of course, where the due date for document production lies*

beyond the Board's May 31, 1982 date for close of discovery
under Commission Questions 3 and 4, the May 31 date should
control.

O
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RESPONSES TO INTERROGATORIES
O

1. INTERROGATORY:

Identify all individual (s), that you intend to
O present as witnesses in this proceeding on the subject matter of

any of the order's questions. The identification should include
the following:

a. What is the person's full name? -

O b. What is the person's address?

c. What is the person's present or last know
position and business affiliation?

d. What is the person's field of expertise?

e. On what date did Con Edison and/or PASNY first
contact or consult the person?

f. What are the dates of all subsequent contacts
or consultations with the person?

g. Were any reports made to Con Edison and/or
PASNY by the person?

h. If the answer to question lg is anything other
than a simple negative, indicate for each suchO report:

(1) the date of the report;

(2) whether the report was written or oral; or

O
(3) whether the report was submitted by the

person while acting in an advisory
capacity, as a prospective witness, or
both.

O i. What is the subject matter of the witness'
testimony?

j. What are the f acts and/or opinions .to which
the . witness will testify and the grounds for
each fact or opinion?

O

-6-
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:O RESPONSE:

First witness:

O (a) Russell R. Dynes, Ph.D.

(b) American Sociological Association
17 22 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

O (c) Executive officer
American Sociological Association

(d) Sociology: disaster research

(e) March, 1982
g

(f) Continuous contacts.

(g) No.

(h) Not applicable.
O

(i) Human response to disasters.

(j) Human response to radiological emergencies does
not differ materially from human response to
n n-radiological emergencies. (The ground

O for this opinion is personal research.)

Second witness:

O (a) Sidney Lecker, M.D.

(b) 320 East 65th Street
New York, New York 10021

() (c) President, Corporate StressCol. trol Services, Inc.

(d) Psychiatry and behavioral response.

(e) June, 1981. .

O (f) Continuous contacts.

-7-
O
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(g) No.

O
(h) Not applicable.

(i) Basis for human response assumptions.

(j) Human response assumptions underlying the
C) Indian Point emergency plans are valid.

(The ground for this opinion is personal
research.)

Third witness:

(a) Peggy L. Rosenblatt

(b) Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
(" Parsons Brinckerhoff")() One Penn Plaza
New York, New York 10119

(c) Senior Planner, Parsons Brinckerhoff.

(d) Urban planning.g)

(e) December, 1979.

(f) Continuous contacts.

O (9) Y'8-

(h) Licensees object to this interrogatory
with respect to Parsons Brinckerhof f on
the grounds that it is vague, burdensome,
oppressive and overbroad. Parsons

() Brinckerhoff has provided a range of
services to the licensees over an extended
time period; moreover, and particularly in
light of the volume of documents produced,
the term " reports" is too vague a term for
esponse.

O
(i) Evacuation planning.

(j) The evacuation plans for Indian Point are
adequate and evacuation time estimates
are valid. (The grounds for these facts

() and opinions are research, training, and
personal involvement in preparing the
plans.)

O -s-
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Fourth witness:

(a) Michael Della Rocca

(b) Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
One Penn Plaza-3
New York, New York 10119"'

(c) Senior Planner, Parsons Brinckerhoff

(d) Transportation engineering.

O (e) December, 1979.

(f) Continuous contacts.

(g) Yes.

O
(h) Licensees object to this interrogatory

with respect to Parsons Brinckerhoff on
the grounds that it is vague, burdensome,
oppressive and overbroad. Parsons
Brinckerhoff has provided a range of

O services to the licensees over an extended
time period; moreover, and particularly in
light of the volume of documents produced,
the term " reports" is too vague a term for
response.

O (i) Evacuation planning. .

(j) The evacuation plans for Indian Point are
adequate and evacuation time estimates
are valid. (The grounds for these facts
and opinions are research, training, and

O personal involvement in preparing the
plans.)

Fifth witness:

O
(a) Bruce Podwal

(b) Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
One Penn Flaza
New York, New York 10119g

(c) Vice President, Parsons Brinckerhoff.

O -9-
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O (d) Transportation planning engineering.

(e) December, 1979.

(f) Continuous c_titacts.

O (g) Yes.

(h) Licensees object to this interroga tory
with respect to Parsons Brinckerhoff on
the grounds that it is vague, burdensome,
oppressive and overbroad. Parsons

O Brinckerhoff has provided a range of
services to the licensees over an extended
time period; moreover, and particularly in
light of the volume of documents produced,
the term " reports" is too vague a term for
response.g

(i) Evacuation planning.

(j) The evacuation plans for Indian Point are
adequate and evacuation time estimates
are valid. (The grounds for these factsg
and opinions are research, training, and
personal involvement in preparing the
plans.)

O The licensees also presently intend to present

witnesses on the subject of on-site emergency planning.

The individual witnesses, however, have not yet been determined.

O
With respect to witnesses who will testify on

matters other than those arising under Commission Questions

3 and 4, the licensees reserve their response. (See pp. 3-4, above.)

O

2. INTERROGATORY:

Provide a reasonable description of all
O documents that will be relied upon in the testimony presented

by each witness.

O -10-
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,

O RESPONSE:

Dr. Dynes and Dr. Lecker have yet to determine

which documents, if any, which they will rely upon in their

testimony.

The Parsons Brinckerhoff witnesses presently

O expect to rely on the following documents:

New York State Radiological Emergency Response Plan and its
Annexes.

O
Westchester County Radiological Emergency Response Plan.
Orange County Radiological Emergency Response Plan.
Putnem County Radiological Emergency Response Plan.
Rockland County Radiological Emergency Response Plan.
Indian Point #3 Huclear Power Plant Emergency Plan.n
Indian Point #3 Nuclear Power Plant Emergency Plan Procedures."

Indian Point Unit 2 Emergency Plan and Procedures documents.

Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade and Douglas " Indian Point Evacuation
Time Study".

O
Yankelovich, Skelly and White, "A Report on Temporary
Housing Related to Evacuation of the Indian Point Power
Plant Area", June 1980.

" Indian Point Probabilistic Risk Analysis".

O
IP-3 " Final Safety Analysis Report."

Institute for Nuclear Power Operations "IP-3 Evaluation
Report," October 1981.

O Documents identified in responses to interrogatories 41 and
78, below.

'O

-11-
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O

O 3. INTERROGATORY:

Identify by author, title, date of publication
and publisher, all books, documents, and papers you intend at
^his time to employ or rely upon in conducting your cross-:

O examination of prospective NYPIRG/UCS witnesses testifying in
connection with NYPIRG/UCS contentions.

RESPONSE:

O
The licensees object to this interrogatory on the

ground that it is premature. The licensees cannot take a

Position with respect to this interrogatory until UCS/NYPIRG
O

witnesses have been identified, discovery has been completed,

and testimony has been pre-filed.

O 4. INTERROGATORY:

Is it Con Edison and/or PASNY's position that the
combined of f-site emergency plans of the licensees, local and

O state of ficials are required to be in full compliance with the
emergency planning measures set forth in 10 CFR 50, Appendix E
and 10 CFR 50.47 which became effective on November 3, 1980,
including each of the criteria set forth in NUREG-0654, Rev. 1,

dated November 1980 in order for the Indian Point plants to
operate?

O

RESPONSE:

No.*
O

The licensees note that there are no licensee off-site*

emergency plans, nor are such plans required.

-12-
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O 5. INTERROGATORY:

If the answer to 4 is anything other than a
simple affirmative, list each requirement of the regulations
which is not applicable and, for each, provide each study,

O observation, or documents whic'.1 Con Edison and/or PASNY rely on
to support that conclusion.

RESPONSE:

O
Full compliance with each measure set forth in 10

CFR Part 50, Appendix E, 10 CFR 550.47, and NUREG-0654, is not

required for continued operation of nuclear power plants, in-

cluding Indian Point. Pursuant to 10 CFR SS 50.47 and 50.54,

the requirement is that the state of emergency preparedness

provide reasonable assurance that appropriate protective

measures can and will be taken in the event of a radiological

eme rgency. Moreover, 10 CFR S 50.54(s)(2) expressly permits,

upon specified conditions, the continued operation of theg
plants even if a finding of lack of reasonable assurance is

made.

O 6. INTERROGATORY:

Do(es) Con Edison and/or PASNY contend that the
combined off-site emergency plans of the licensees, local, and

g state officials are now in full compliance with the emergency

0

-13-
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planning measures set forth in 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, and 10 CFR
50.47 which became effective November 3, 1980, including eachg of the criteria set forth in NUREG-0654, Rev. 1, dated November

1980?

RESPONSE:

O

The emergency plans are in legal compliance with

the emergency planning measures. (See answers to Interroga-

O tories 4-5 above.)*

7. INTERROGATORY:

If the answer to 6 is a simple affirmative,
O provide each study, observation, or document which Con Edison

and/or PASNY rely on to support this conclusion including copies
of the relevant licensee, local, and state emergency plans.

RESPONSE:
O

See pp. 4-5 above, concerning responses to

document requests.

O
8. INTERROGATORY:

If the answer to 6 is anything other than a
simple affirmative, list each requirement of the regulationsg which is not currently complied with, and for each, provide
each study, observation, or documents which Con Edison and/or
PASNY rely on to support this conclusion.

RESPONSE:
O

See responses to Interrogatories 4 and 6 above,

and Preliminary Statement, Part A, pages 1-3, above.

O

* The licensees note that there are no licensee off-site
emergency plans, nor are such plans required.

O
-14-
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O See pages 4-5 above, concerning responses to

document requests.

9. INTERROGATORIES:()

For each of the requirements listed in 8, provide
a schedule which sets forth the date when Con Edison and/or PASNY
believe the non-compliance will be corrected.

iO
RESPONSE:

Not applicable.

O

10. INTERROGATORY:

Is it the position of Con Edison and/or PASNY

O that the ten-mile (radius) EPZ for the plume exposure pathway
is appropriate for Indian Point?

RESPONSE:

O
The plume exposure pathway emergency planning

zone (" plume EPZ") at Indian Point does not have a simple

ten-mile radius, but is instead an irregular area as set forth

at IP-5 of the State RERP. Based on present information and

regulatory requirements, the licensees believe that the plume

EPZ at Indian Point is appropriate.
;O
:
.

|

| 11. INTERROGATORY:

If the answer to 10 is a simple affirmative,
'g, provide ea-% site-specific and generic site study, observation,

-15-
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O
1

O or document on which Con Edison and/or PASHY rely to support
this conclusion with regard to the following considerations:

a. Demography
b. Meteorology

() c. Topography
d. Land use characteristics
e. Access routes
f. Local jurisdictional boundaries
g. Release time characteristics

O
RESPONSE:

Not applicable.

9
12. INTERROGATORY:

If the answer to 10 is anything other than a
simple affirmative, provide the dimensions and a detailed

9 diagram and description of the plume exposure pathway EPZ that
Con Edison and/or PASNY believe is appropriate for Indian
Point.

RESPONSE:

See response to Interrogatory 10, above, and

IP-5 of the State RERP.

O
13. INTERROGATORY:

For the plume exposure EPZ set forth in 12,
provide each site-specific and generic site study, observation,g
or document which PASNY and/or Con Edison relies on to support
this conclusion, with regard to the follcwing considerations:

a. Demography
b. Meteorology
c. Topographyg

3 -16-
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O

O d. Land use characteristics
e. Access routes
f. Local jurisdictional boundaries
g. Release time characteristics

O RESPONSE:

See pp. 4-5 above, concerning responses to

document requests.*
O

14. INTERROGATORY:

Does Con Edison and/or PASNY contend that a
O 50-mile (radius) ingestion pathway EPZ is appropriate for indian

Point?

RESPONSE:

O
Yes.

15. INTERROGATORY:

O
If the answer to 14 is a simple affirmative,

provide each site-specific and generic site study, observation,
or document which PASNY and/or Con Edison rely on to support
this conclusion, including all of the preceding which address
the following:g

a. Demography
b. Meteorology
c. Topography
d. Land use characteristics
e. Time of year of releaseO

Licensees note that meteorology and release time charac-*

teristics are not considerations in the demarcation of the
O plume EPZ under applicable Commission regulations.

-17- ,
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O RESPONSE:

See pp. 4-5, above, concerning responses to

document requests.*
O

16. INTERROGATORY:

If the answer to 14 is anything other than a9 simple affirmative, provide the dimensions and a detailed
diagram and description of the ingestion pathway EPZ that Con
Edison and/or PASNY believe is appropriate for Indian Point.

RESPONSE:O

Not applicable.

O 17. INTERROGATORY:

For the ingestion pathway EPZ set forth in 16,
provide each site-specific or generic site study, observation,
or document which Con Edison and/or PASNY rely on to support

O this conclusion, including all of the preceding which address
the following:

a. Demography
b. Meteorology
c. Topography

O d. Land characteristics
e. Time of year of release

O

Licensees note that meteorology and release time charac-"

teristics are not considerations in the demarcation of the
plume EPZ under applicable Commission regulations.g

-18-g
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O RESPONSE:

Not applicable.

O 18, rurganocaroay:

With regard to the responses provided by con
Edison and/or PASN'1 to the above fourteen interrogatories, who
are the persons, if any, on whose opinions and/or knowledge of

O facts Con Edison and/or PASNY

a. now relies; and

b. expects to rely during the Indian Point
hearings?g

RESPONSE:

The licensees, with respect to Interrogatories
O

4-17, insofar as they relate to Commission Questions 3 and 4:

now rely on the opinions and/or knowledge ofa.
O

facts of the following:

Michael Della Rocca
Bruce E. Podwal
Peggy L. Rosenblatt

O Counsel;

b. have identified witnesses to be presented

with regard to Questions 3 and 4 in their

response to Interrogatory 1.

The above employees and consultants of the

O licensees have, in formulating certain opinions, relied upon

-19-
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O

O regulations, guidelines, statements and correspondence of the

Commission, FEMA, and appropriate off-site governmental

authorities.

'O
19. INTERROGATORY:

What letters of agreement, other than those

g listed in the August, 1981 version of the plans, have been
obtained from individuals and organizations, both public and
pr iva te , assigned duties in the plans?

RESPONSE:

O

The licensees have no other letters of agree-

ment from individuals or organizations assigned duties in the

O plans. Additional letters of agreement, other than those

listed in the August, 1981 version of the plans, if in

existence, would be identifiable by the appropriate off-site

O governor.atal authorities. (See pp. 1-3, above).

20. INTERROGATORY:

O Have any other methods been used to determine
the willingness and ability of the above-mentioned individuals
and organizations to participate as outlined in the plans? If
so, please specify the methods and the full extent of their
application.

O
RESPONSE:

Periodic drills and exercises have demonstrated

O the willingness and aoility of various individuals and organiza-

tions to participate.

-20-
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O Sociological and psychological evidence also

indicates that the above-mentioned individuals and organizations

will participate. The licensees will present testimony to this

o
effect by the witnesses identified in Interrogatory 1, above, who

also have knowledge which served as the basis for this response..

O 21. INTERROGATORY:

What criteria will be used for determining
the most efficient and most productive use (in terms of pro-
tecting the public health and safety) of available services and

O resources should such services and resources become wholly or
partially unavailable or should such services and resources be
inadequate to respond to a particular emergency situation?

RESPONm
O

Such criteria are contained:

a. throughout the radiological emergency
g

response plan; and

b. in Article 2-B of the New York State

O Executive Law.

22. INTERROGATORY:

Have resources recommended and available everO been tabulated against any specific hypothetical accident
consequence scenario to determine adequacy? If not, how were
resource baselines determined?

O

O -21-
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g RESPONSE:

Yes.

John Kelly, Power Authority, and George
D

Liebler, Con Edison, have knowledge which served as the

basis for this response.

D 23. INTERROGATORY:

Has any study been done of phone capacity in
the EPZ to determine the likelihood of phone overload during a
massive emergency?

D

RESPONSE:

Licensees have no knowledge of any such study.,

J

24. INTERROGATORY:

What percent of the population within the 10-mile
..s

J EPZ would require mass care?

RESPONSE:

' Licensees assume that " mass care" refers to

temporary housing. A survey was conducted by Yankelovich,

Skelly and White, Inc. during Spring 1980 to determine tem-
p'

porary housing needs related to evacuation of the Indian Point

power plant area. The results of the survey indicated that

3

-22-
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g approximately 24% of the residents within the 10-mile radius of

the plants would require temporary housing in a public shelter.

Subsequent to the survey, the New York State Office of Disaster

O Preparedness issued guidelines to be used in the development of

county Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Procedures.

These guidelines required that facilities for mass care (to be-

O provided by the American Red Cross) be planned for 50% of the

population potentially evacuating the plume EPZ.

The following individuals have knowledge which

served as the basis for the answer to this interrogatory:

Michael Della Rocca (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Bruce E. Podwal (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

O Peggy L. Rosenblatt (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

25. INTERROGATORY:

O What percent of the population within the 10-mile
EPZ is in some way handicapped (i.e. blind, deaf, mentally.

impaired, emotionally impaired, or physically impaired)? How
were these figures determined?

RESPONSE:

Information on the percentage of the population

which is handicapped and requires special evacuation considera-g

tion should be obtainable from the cards enclosed with brochures
1
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O

9 made available to the population within the plume EPZ.* These

cards were sent to the Four-County Nuclear Safety Committee.

During the development of the evacuation portions
'O

of the RERP's, efforts were made to identify the transit-dependent

handicapped persons. Handicapped persons who are not transit-

dependent need not receive special transportation consideration.
.O

The following individuals have knowledge which

served as the basis for the answer to this interrogatory:

O
Michael Della Rocca (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Bruce E. Podwal (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Peggy L. Rosenblatt (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

O 26. INTERROGATORY:

What percent of the at-risk population is
non-English speaking?,

1

0
j RESPONSE:

.

Assuming that UCS/NYPIRG is referring to the

f) population within the plume EPZ, the licensees currently have
i

no such specific information.

1

O
Licensees object on the ground of vagueness to UCS/NYPIRG's*

use of the terms " mentally impaired" and " emotionally im-
paired." Such terms are not capable of demographic treat-
ment and are not contained in any applicable regulations or

O guidelines.
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27. INTERROGATORY:

What arrangements have been made for notifying
and communicating with the non-English speaking sector of the

O population?

RESPONSE:
.

:O communication via the prompt alert and notifi-

cation system is not dependent on language. In addition,

there are a number of radio stations heard in the area that

.O broadcast in Spanish and other foreign languages; otherwise, as

in any emergency declared by the State of New York, non-English

speaking people will rely on other than an English source for

O their information, including their bi-lingual peers and family
-

members. To our knowledge, no special arrangements have been

made for notifying and communicating with the non-English

;O
speaking sector of the population in any emergencies occurring

in the State of New York.

;O 28. INTERROGATORY:

Has the prompt notification system, including
all tone alerts, been fully installed, tested and determined
adequate?

O
RESPONSE:

The prompt notification system uses sirens as

'O its principal notification method. The sirens have been

0 -25-
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O

:O initially installed and tested., Initial testing of sirens was

completed before the March 3, 1982 exercise; retesting of all

sirens siace the exercise is nearly complete. Tone alerts,

O which are an enhancement to the prompt notification system,

will be distributed to special facilities in the near future.

A test of the adequacy of the system will be conducted by FEMA

O
subsequent to the development of final acceptance criteria for

nuclear power plant alert notification systems.

.O Charlene Faison, Power Authority, has knowledge

which served as the basis for this response.

29. INTERROGATORY:
'O-

Hatre " deaf spots" in the above system been
identified?

RESPONSE:
.O

Certain " deaf spots" were tentatively identified

during the March 3, 1982 exercise.

!O
There were certain localities within the plume

EPZ where the Alert Notification System ("ANS") was either less

audible than desirable or inaudible during the March 3, 1982

exercise. All sirens have been subsequently tested, and repairs
i

i
are being made where needed. Further testing of the ANS will

occur subsequent to development of final FEMA acceptanceg
i criteria for nuclear power plant ANS systems.
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O
Charlene Faison has knowledge which served as

the basis for this response.

E) (See also response to Interrogatory 91, below.)

30. INTERROGATORY:

O If the answer to the above question is yes, how
will these deaf spots be covered? Has it been determined how
many personnel will be required to accomplish complete notifi-
cation of this sector?,

'O
i RESPONSE:

Mechanical malfunctions responsible for " deaf

.o spots" have been and/or are being corrected. Back-up notifica-

tion procedures are specified in the county plans. See county

plans: Vol. I, Appendix F, sections 1.C and 2.B.1; Vol. II,

!

10 Procedure 2, sections 5.5.1 and 6.4.3.1; Vol. II, Procedure 8,
1

! sections 5.3.5, 5.4.1.1, 6.3.5, and 6.4.1.1.

The number of personnel required to accomplish
O

complete notification is not known to the licensees.

31. INTERROGATORY:

:O
List the significant equipment and the staffing

to be in place in the Technical Support Center and the Emergency
Operations Facility during an emergency. Which of this equipment
and staffing will be in place before an emergency?

|O
RESPONSE:

Indian Point 2

O Significant equipment in the Indian Point 2 TSC
.

is identified on pages IP-1035-1 and 2 of Con Edison's Emergency

Procedures Document.
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-Q
Significant equipment in the EOF consists of the

MIDAS computer and the equipment identified on page IP-1018-5

of Con Edison's Emergency Procedures Document.*

All equipment is in place before an emergency.

.

Minimum staffing occurs at the declaration of

L. alert.**

EOF TSC

O Emergency Director (1) Reactor Core Analysis (1)
Offsite Dose Assessment (1) Electrical Systems Analysis (1)
Offsite Survey Team (4) Mechanical Systems Analysis (1)
Onsite Survey Team (2) Communicator (1)
Communicator (1) Technical Support Manager
Asst. Emergency Director Administrator Supervisor

13 Survey Team Health Physicist Data Facility Supervisor
2nd Communicator Licensing Support Coordinator
MIDAS Operator Core Physics Engineer
Tech Advisor to E.D. Procedure Support Coordinator

i

! Clerk Shift Support Coordinator
i ,,

Test Performance Engineer
V Instrument & Controls Engineer

1
Indian Point 3

The significant equipment is identified in.g

Appendix F to the Indian Point 3 Site Emergency Plan and the

,

Indian Point 3 Emergency Plan Procedures at IP-1070. Additional

;g equipmant in the EOF includes:

This response applies to Indian Point 3 as well.*

** . Numbers in parentheses are minimum staffing requirements
'O for the facilities,
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O

MIDAS computer .

Telephones, radios
Space, desk and communications for County,
State, NRC and FEMA personnel

:9 Minimum staffing occurs at the declaration of an

alert for the TSC and at the declaration of a site emergency for

the EOF.

:O
Staffing is as follows:

EOF TSC

:O
Emergency Director (1) Approximately 25 people
Rad. Assm't Leader (1) including:
Rad. Assm't Team (3) TSC Manager
Rad. Assm't Comm. (1) Electrical (staffs)
Communicators (2) Mechanical (staffs)

'O Public Relations (1) Reactor Engineer (staffs)
Technical Asst's (1 or 2)
Secretary (1 or 2) Representatives from
Secretary (1 or 2) Westinghouse, HP
County and State Reps.
NRC Reps.

O FEMA Reps.

Offsite teams are assigned from the EOF.

O 32. INTERROGATORY:

What has been done to improve the administration

| of the onsite emergency preparedness program since Boyce
Grier's (Director, NRC) August 21, 1981 letter calling such

O administration ineffective?

RESPONSE:

This letter was addressed only to Indian Point 2.
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1

) In February and March, 1982, Con Edison personnel

met with NRC personnel and their consultants to review open

items from the August 21, 1981 Emergency Preparedness Appraisal.

O Those items were generally found to have been satisfactorily

resolved. Those matters not fully resolved at this time are set

forth below.

|O

]
B-12 Backup Radio Communications with offsite

Authorities

>O'

The installation of a back-up radio system
;

is continuing. Based on equipment delivery schedules, the

earliest date for full operation could be August 1,1982. An

.O
j FCC license is required for full operation of the system, but

it has not yet been granted.

O B-13 Public Address System f'

j

Repairs and testing are planned for completion byi

May 21, 1982. A report on the results is scheduled for June 4,

! 1982.

Kevin Burke, Con Edison, has knowledge which

. served as the basis for this response.
;O
1

33. INTERROGATORY:
,

How have the onsite emergency facilities
4O been otherwise upgraded since the above-mentioned letter?

!

.
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O

n'" RESPONSE:

The Interim Operational Support Center for

Indian Point 2 was consolidated into one centralized officeO

complex as directed by the Commission. By the end of 1981

the Emergency Control Center was relocated in the Buchanan *

:O Service Center, the alternate Emergency Operations Facility was

moved frcm the Peekskill substation to the Eastview Service

Center and telephone communication was established in the
.

O Recovery Center.

Kevin Burke, Con Edison, has knowledge which

served as the basis for this response.'

-

O

34. INTERROGATORY:

What protection is available for emergency
$) workers in order for those workers to safely perform accident

assessments and other activities which require direct exposure
to radiation?

RESPONSE:
O

The following protective measures are available'

for onsite emergency workers to enable them to safely perform
,

O accident assessments and other activities in the presence of

radiation fields and contamination:

O
:

;
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- protective clothing
- KI (potassium iodide)

O - respirators /SCBA
- ALARA practices
- shielding
- radiation survey instruments
- radiation surveys
- shielded sample containers

0 - remote radiation indicators
- dosimetry (whole body & e xtreme ty )

training.-

This information is described in Indian PointO
Unit 3 Plan Section 6.5.2.

Information regarding protection of of fsite

O
radiation workers is contained in the following RERP provisions:

State Plan Part I, Section III, pages III-56 to

O 58; part III, Section I; Procedure G, Attachment II; County

plans Section II.B.2; Section III.E; Procedure 3, Sections 4.5,

5.4, 6.4 (Rockland Section 6.5), Attachments 11 and 12.

O
35. INTERROGATORY:

What study has been done of the sheltering
capabilities of buildings within the plume EPZ? Specifically,

O what analysis was done of the sheltering factor of the struc-
'tures at Ossining State Prison in order to determine the
preclusion of evacuation under any circumstances?

RESPONSE:

Sheltering capabilities of buildings within

the plume EPZ were evaluated in connection with the " Indian Point

O Probabilistic Safety Study" and were studied by the New York

State Radiological Emergency Preparedness Group (REPG).
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f) With regard to the " Indian Point Probabilistic

Safety Study," the sheltering capabilities of building 3 within
the plume EPZ were determined by utilization of average shield-

D ing factors for typical structures in the area. Shielding and

ventilation calculations were also performed for the Rcckland

County Fire Training Center.

]
The results of surveys of structures on a

state-by-state basis, the average shielding factors to be used
and the technical justification for their use are presented in

,

O
the following reports prepared by Sandia Laboratories:

Aldrich, D.C. and D.M. Ericson, Jr., Public
Protection Strategies in the Event of a

,
> Nuclear Reactor Accident: Multi-compartment

Ventilation Model for Shelters, SAND 77-1555,
January 1978.

Aldrich, D.C., Ericson, D.M., and Johnson, J.D.,
Public Protection Strategies for Potential

3
Nuclear Reactor Accidents: Sheltering Concepts#

with Existing Public and Private Structures,
SAND 77-1725, February, 1978.

With regard to the Ossining Correctional Facility,g

the Westchester County Radiological Emergency Response Plan

specifically states:

O The distance of the Ossining Correctional
Facility from the site (approximately 9.5
miles) and the design of the building makes
sheltering preferable to evacuation for this
facility, as has been decided by the State

e of New York.

In support of this decision, it should be noted

that a sheltering analysis performed by the Army Corps of
9
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O Engineers as part of their fallout shelter program determined

that sufficient space was available within the facility to

handle the entire inmate and eraployee population with a pro-

O tection factor of greater than 100 (Protection Factor =

1/ Shielding Factor).

36. INTERROGATORY:
O

What methods, if any, for permanent record-
keeping of emergency response personnel radiation exposures
have been developed?

O

RESPONSE:

Indian Point 2

O Record keeping methods for emergency personnel

exposure at the site will be basically the same as used during

normal operations for entry into the Controlled Area. For

-O personnel located at the emergency facilities (EOF, TSC & OSC),

separate procedures have been written covering the measuring

and recording of personnel radiation exposure.
O

Indian Point 3

Methods for permanent record-keeping of emergency

O response personnel radiation exposures are contained in Procedure

1041 of the Indian Point 3 Emergency Procedures Document.

O
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'O
Off-Site

Methods for permanent record-keeping of of f-site

emergency response personnel radiation exposures are contained in
O

the following:

State plan Part 1, Section III, page III-57;

'O Part III, Section I, pages G-5 to 6, Attachment 3; County Plans

Section III, page 28; Procedure 3 sections 4.5, 5.4, 6.4.

(Rockland 6.5), Attachments 8, 11.

' O
37. INTERROGATORY:

Describe the decontamination f acilities available.
Where are they? How are they presently equipped?

)

RESPONSE:

Decontamination facilities are described
)

in licensees' and County emergency plans and procedures:

Indian Point Unit 3 plan Section 7.4.2 D;

- n'' Indian Point Unit 2 plan Section 7.5; County plans Procedure

3, Attachments 1 and 13.

!

:<3 38. INTERROGATORY:

Identify the transportation resources available
to transport irradiated and contaminated persons to appropriate
medical or decontamination facilities. Have agreements been

: O made with the drivers of the vehicles that are to carry such
'

contaminated individuals?

4
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'O
{ RESPONSE:

Transportation of irradiated and contaminated

O plant personnel to the hospital is available from the Verplanck

Fire Protection Ambulance Association. An agreement letter is

contained in Appendix A of the licensees' plans. Transportation

N3 resources available to transport irradiated and contaminated

off-site persons to appropriate medical or decontamination

facilities are described in the state and county emergency

I) plans as follows:

State plan Part III, section II; County plans

Section III, page III-lo; Procedure 8 sections 4, 5 and 6.
.O

39. INTERROGATORY:

What is the m2thod to be employed for periodically'O.

estimating the total population exposure to radiation during an
emergency?

RESPONSE:

!O

The radiation exposure to an offsite individual
,

during an emergency would be periodically evaluated by the

O Emergency Director who would obtain the exposure rate in

milliroentgens per hour at a given time and project the rate

j over the expected duration of the release to obtain the total

|O exposure in millirem. These exposure rates would be obtained

three ways as follows:
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:O 1) calculations using the release rates

of radioactive material from the plant and

the meteorological conditions at the time of

;O the release.

2) Radiation field readings from a ring of

16 pressurized ionization chamber instru-
:O

ments that transmit their data to the

plant.

i

O 3) offsite team field measurements radioed

back to the Emergency Director.

Total population exposure for the duration of;g
the emergency would be obtained from using data compiled above

i

and the readout of thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) that are

located around the site. This integrated exposure at theg
individual locations would be proportioned for all areas

within the plume EPZ and then multiplied by the demographic
,

|O data for each area. Adding up all area exposures will give the

total exposure for the plume EPZ. If evacuations were

effected during the exposure periods, this of course would have

to be compensated for and the ti tal exposures reduced.:(3

The methods employed by the State and counties

for periodically estimating the total population exposure to,

!O
,

|
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. O
radiation during an emergency are found in the State and county

plans as follows:

O State plan Part I, Section IV p.6; Procedure H;

County Plans Section III.C.14; Section III.G.1; Appendix J;

Procedure 3, sections 4, 5, 6; Attachment 14.

O
40. INTERROGATORY:

Are there any objective criteria upon which
to base decisions regarding the return of the general public to

O areas af fected by a nuclear power plant accident at Indian
Point?

RESPONSE:

O
objective criteria upon which to base decisions

regarding the return of the general public to areas affected by

a nu lear power plant accident at Indian Point are described in
O

the State plan and referenced in the county plans as follows:

State Plan Part I, Section IV, pages IV-2

O to 4; County plans Section IV.A, B, C.

41. INTERROGATORY:

O What provisions are there for updating evacuation
time estimates to account for new construction, long-term
unavailability of major routes due to repair work, changes in
the population, etc?

O
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O RESPONSE:

State REPG maintains responsibility for updating

the off-site RERP's. To assist them, Parsons Brinckerhoff has
O

provided the REPG with guidelines for updating the evacuation

portions of the RERP's. These guidelines appear in a draft

g document prepared by Parsons Brinckerhoff entitled, " Guidelines

for Updating the Evacuation Portions of the Indian Point

Radiological Emergency Response Plan and Procedures", dated

O April 1982.

The following individuals have knowledge which

served as the basis for the answer to this interrogatory:

O
Michael Della Rocca (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Bruce E. Podwal (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Peggy L. Rosenblatt (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

O
Licensees have relied upon a letter dated April 12,

1982 from Donald B. Davidoff on behalf of the State REPG to

seven county executives in providing the above response.

42. INTERROGATORY:

State whether any protective gear has been
O purchased to protect National Guardsmen and other emergency

personnel in the event of an emergency.

O
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O RESPONSE:

See pp. 1-3, above, regarding responsibilities

for off-site emergency planning.

Licensees have supplied some protective clothing

and equipment to the counties for use by emergency personnel.
O

John Kelly, Power Authority, has knowledge which

served as the basis for this response.

' 43. INTERROGATORY:

Provide an accurate estimara of the population
of all livestock in the ten, twenty, and fifty mile radius of
Indian Point, providing the population for each major speciesg
of livestock. Describe in detail the source of the data used
in compiling such estimates. Provide an estimate of the
economic value of the above livestock.

! C) RESPONSE:

Estimates of livestock population in the vicinity

of Indian Point Nuclear Station are maintained by the New York

_'O State Department of Agriculture and Markets through the New

| York State REPG. The following Milch animal survey was used in
!

the preparation of the site Annual Environmental Operating
'O

Report:
,

1

I O
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1981 ANNUAL MILCH ANIMAL CENSUS FOR INDIAN POINT

~ No. of Distance
County Animals Species (Miles)* Direction *

Westchester 15 Cows 10.2 ENE
Westchester 56 Cows 8.9 ESE
Westchester 1 Goats 7.35 ENE
Westchester 2 Goats 6.75 ENE
Rockland 2 Goats 7.0 SW

''

Orange None

Note: Data obtained from New York State Department of
3 Agriculture and Markets, Direct Telephone Contact
"

and Field Survey.

Source: Letter dated January 27, 1982 from Con Edison to NRC.

The licensees do not know the economic value of the,,

livestock.

44. INTERROGATORY:
q
-

Describe in detail the process relied upon by
licensee in computing the probability of any given accident
sequence. Provide detailed and thorough justification for this
computational method, paying particular attention to the respec-

D tive role of human (operator) error as compared to roles of
equipment and instrumentation information malfunction. For each
of the above-identified three components of error (operator,
equipment and instrumentation-inf orma tion ) , demonstrate the
extent to which the assumed probabilities are based on past
experience is used as a basis for probability estimates,

_? state whether the estimate is based on past experience with
identical reactors and control room designs to Indian Point,
if not, state what methods are relied upon to take into
account the specific reactors and control room-dependent
characteristics of Indian Point, as well as the quality and
ef fectiveness of operator training and emergency procedures of

O Indian Point -- specific perimeters [ sic] of probability in
determining accident probabilty, provide a full and thorough
justification why such consideration is not needed. If es ti-
mates other than those based on past experience are utilized
in calculating probabilities, provide a detailed justification
and basis for these estimates.,

* From Indian Point.

O
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O
RESPONSE:

I*
The licensees decline to answer Interrogatory

O 44 at this time, on the grounds stated at pages 3-4, above. The

licensees reserve their answer or objection to the interrogatory

until the date established for the filing of interrogatories on

O matters under Commission Questions 1, 2 and 5. The licensees

note, however, that the subject matter of this interrogatory is

addressed extensively in the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety

D Study, a copy of which is maintained in the Commission's Public

Document Rooms.

45. INTERROGATORY:
,

In the event that voluntary personnel did not
respond to your requests for aid in times of an emergency,
please state how you would respond to this situation.

O
RESPONSE:

In the event that voluntary fire and ambulance

personnel did not respond to requests for aid in times of an

emergency, mutual aid networks and onsite backup are available

as described in the onsite emergency plans:

O
Indian Point Unit 2 emergency plan section 5.3.2,

pages 5-81 to 5-83; section 6.3.2 page 6-21; Indian Point Unit 3

9 site plan section 5.4 pages 5-18 to 5-21; and section 6.2 pages

6-1 to 6-9.
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0 46. INTERROGATORY:

Specifically state the premises and grounds on
which licensee answered the proceeding [ sic) interrogatory. If

there are studies available, please indicate the existence of
HD those studies and attain a copy of the studies that you have in

your possession.

RESPONSE:

to
See response to Interrogatory 45, above, and

agreement documents contained in Appendix A to the licensees'

si te emergency plans.)
47. INTERROGATORY:

;

'}g How will the public beyond the 10 mile EPZ
be informed of the travel of a plume?

RESPONSE:

i

'O The public beyond the plume EPZ will be informed
'

of the travel of the plume by the Emergency Broadcast System

("EBS") and by the coordinated State / county / licensee news
|

|C releases.

i
'

48. INTERROGATORY:

|O How has the emergency plan addressed thet

protection of the population beyond the 10 mile EPZ , for
,

instance the sheltering suggested in NUREG-0396?
i
;

10
i

;
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O

RESPONSE:

O
The emergency plans address protection of the

public beyond the plume EPZ by establishing an effective data

communications link between the plant operators and those,
a

responsible for making and implementing protective action

decisions. Such resources as the Emergency Broadcast System

3 would be used to communicate recommendations to the public

regarding sheltering and/or other protective action determined

as part of the planned post-accident assessment and evaluation

J process.

A further response to this interrogatory is

contained in the RERP's: State plan Part I, section III;
3

Procedures H and J; and Part III, section I; County plans

Volume 1, Appendix D.

D 49. INTERROGATORY:

How will movement of evacuees through the 50
mile EPZ affect the ability of the people in this area to
implement their own protection in the event of exposure to the
plume?s

RESPONSE:

# Assuming that "this area" refers to the ingestion

exposure pathway EPZ (" ingestion EPZ"), movement of evacuees

beyond the plume EPZ will not affect the ability of the people

* in this area in implementing their own protection.
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O
The following individuals have knowledge which

served as the basis for the answer to this interrogatory:

O Michael Della Rocca (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Bruce E. Podwal (Parsons Brincerkhoff)
Peggy L. Rosenblatt (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

50. INTERROGATORY:
O

For each agency or organization with which
Licensee has a letter of agreement and understanding, provide
documents which specify what assistance is to be rendered and
list mutually acceptable criteria for the implementation of

O these types of assistance.

RESPONSE:

O Letters of Agreement between licensees and

other organizations are found in Appendix A to the licensees'

site emergency plans, which contain all such information.

O
51. INTERROGATORY:

Provide documentation indicating the qualifica-

g tions of hospital and medical personnel who are relied upon by
Licensee to provide emergency services to accommodate radio-
logical emergencies, especially to injured persons who may also
be radioactively contaminated.

O RESPONSE:

See pp. 4-5, above, concerning responses to

document requests.
O
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52. INTERROGATORY:)

What assurance is there that licensee Emergency
Action Levels constitute a sufficient set of perimeters [ sic]
and action levels for all possible accidents?

D
RESPONSE:

Emergency Action Levels are based on Initiating

D
Conditions given in NUREG-0654 (Revision 1) and the Final Safety

Analysis Reports. Onsite appraisals by the Commission have not

revealed inadequacies in the licensees' EAL's.

D
53. INTERROGATORY:

What assurance is there that the licensee
D Emergency Action Levels account for the lead times necessary to

implement those protective actions which will be necessary in
response to the emergencies which caused the EAL's to be
declared?

3 RESPONSE:

Emergency Action Level (EAL) requirements are

contained in NUREG-0654, Revision 1 (Nov. 1980) which was

jointly prepared by NRC and FEMA. That document establishes

four (4) classes of EAL's which range from relatively minor

events to more serious events. This graduated approach to

emergency classification provides for early identification and

notification of events which could potentially degrade into

more serious events. The EAL's for declaring emergency classesg
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O are geared toward establishing a high state of emergency

response readiness in advance / anticipation of attaining actual

conditions requiring such a response.

O
As required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, all

licensees (including Con Edison and the Power Authority) have

used the guidance and example / generic initiating conditions for
.O

the various emergency classifications contained in NUREG-0654,

Revision 1, in establishing plant specific EAL's and the various

parameter levels at which these EAL's are activated. As
O

documented in the licensee's Emergency Plan, both NUREG-0654,

Revision 1, and the Final Safety Analysis Report accident

analyses were utilized in the establishment of the parameter

values and/or equipment status for initiating an EAL. These

plant-specific EAL's are believed to be adequate such that

.
sufficient lead time is available to take the appropriate)
protective action (s).

NUREG-0818, published in draft form for comment

O in october 1981, documented an evaluation of the implementation

of the generic guidelines at two nuclear power facilities under

construction. The review determined that many of the plant-

specific EAL's adequately met the intent of NUREG-0654, Revision 1,

and confirmed the usefulness of the " catch all" initiating

conditions included in NUREG-0654, Revision 1. As is always

O.

.
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the case, as industry experience develops, the licensees willg
be continually upgrading and improving their emergency response

capabilities to maintain the best possible emergency plan.

-O 54. INTERROGATORY:

Provide a detailed summary of any and all
documents that have been prepared or commissioned by licensee

'O concerning the management ability of licensee. (In particular,
for each such document, identify the author (s) and their
qualifications, and describe any evidence in such documents
that points towards evidence of lack of adequate management
ability on behalf of licensee).

;O
i RESPONSE:
1

i

Licensees object to Interrogatory 54 on the,

;

I) grounds that:

(a) the interrogatory is beyond the scope

of any contention for which UCS/NYPIRG

has been assigned lead or contributing

intervenor status; and

O (b) the interrogatory is vague, overbroad,

burdensome and oppressive, and not

within the scope of discovery as de-

h) fined by 10 CFR S2.740(b).

55. INTERROGATORY:

O What determinations has the Licensee made, if any,
as to the existance [ sic] in the environs surrounding Indian

1
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|O

O Point of conditions such as demography, topography, climate,
land characteristics, access routes, and local jurisdictional
boundaries that warrant departure from a circular EPZ defined
uniformly by a ten mile radius from the plant?

O RESPONSE:
,

The licensees in consultation with the State, four

counties and consultants determined that for the area curround-
O

ing Indian Point, a circular EPZ defined uniformly by a ten-mile

radius * rom the plant should not be used. Rather, the EPZ had

been modified to: (1) preserve or group major population areas;

(2) simplify boundary definitions as much as possible (by using

e.g., political divisions or major roads) for purposes of

clarity; and (3) recognize important topographic features, such

as rivers, hills and valleys, and utilize them as boundaries

when practical. The resulting irregularly-shaped EPZ reflects

the consideration and inclusion of these various factors. Licensees
O

note that climate is not a consideration in the demarcation of

the plume EPZ under applicable Commission regulations.
|

:O The following individuals have knowledge which'

served as the basis for the answer to this interrogatory.

' Michael Della Rocca (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
|O Bruce E. Podwal (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
| Peggy L. Rosenblatt (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

Charlene Faison (Power Authority)
i

:

|

!

lO
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56. INTERROGATORY:

)
Describe fully the instrumentation the licensee

intends to ins'all in its offsite Emergency Operations Center
in terms of the specific items of information (i.e. radiation
monitoring; essential plant status perimeters [ sic] such as pres-

3 sure and temperature) such information will be able to furnish.

RESPONSE:

} Conceptual designs for the instrumentation which

the licensees intend to install in their offsite Emergency

Operations Center (Facility) are set forth in June 1, 1981

) letters from Con Edison and the Power Authority to the

Commission, copies of which are available in the Commission's

Public Document Rooms.

)
57. INTERROGATORY:

Identify the provisions in the licensees'
Emergency Plans which either singularly or collectively are

) intended to prevent damage to property such as livestock in the
area surrounding the plant site. Explain how each contributes
to the achievement of this goal.

'
,

RESPONSE:

Provisions for offsite mogitoring are included
in the licensees' onsite emergency plans. (Procedure IP-1015

in the Con Edison Emergency Procedures Document; Procedure IP-1011

in the Power Authority Procedures Document. ) Such information
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O

would be communicated to the State and counties, which could .g
|

utilize it to implement protective measures.*
'

58. INTERROGATORY:

O
Identify each step that must be taken from the

time an offsite radiation monitoring survey team is dispatched
to the time the findings of such a monitoring effort are made
available for dose assessment calculations.

O
(a) How much time is required for the above-

described process to take place?

(b) How would the answer be af fected by the
installation of offsite monitoring devices that could be

O remotely read either onsite or at the Emergency Operations
Facility?

(c) Explain the basis for the Licensees' belief
that offsite monitoring devices that cannot be remotely read
onsite provide adequate accident assessment capability.

v

RESPONSE:

The steps taken, from the time a licensee off-

site monitoring team is dispatched to the time the findings

of the monitoring effort are made available for dose assessment

"*1 "I*'i "*' *"* ** # 11 ""*
O

o The team proceeds to the sampling / survey

location as directed by the Emergency Director.

On the way to the location, they monitor radia-

tion fields as they move along, and report back

by radio.

;O

* See also pp. 1-3, above.
!
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D o At the sampling / survey location they perform

beta and gamma field surveys, report back by

radio, and set up for a 10 minute (approxi-

y
mately) air sample."

o The team next counts the particulate and

iodine filters, reports back by radio, and,
a

receives directions where to proceed next.

a) The time required for the above process will
q

~ vary with the distance to be traveled by the

team to get to the location. It can vary

from 10 minutes to 40 minutee. Survey / sampling
'

' ,

takes 15 minutes and sample counting takes 10

minutes. The overall time is 35-65 minutes.

J b) Offsite gamma field monitoring devices, that

are remotely read out at the EOF, are in

place at this time and will be used by the

Emergency Director for dose assessment. The'

survey team also provides verification of of f-

site gamma field readings and in addition pro-

vides beta field readings and air sampling data.~'

c) The offsite monitoring devices that eun not be

_

read out remotely have been installed to provide
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I
20

%) long-time integration of radiation dose and a

much larger number of locations for better reso-

| lution. They also provide for routine monitoring,

!O the results of which are reported in the annual

environmental report.

.
John Kelly, Certified Health Physicist, Power

.O
Authority, and George Liebler, Ccn Edison have knowledge which

served as the basis for this response.

jo 59. INTERROGATORY:
i

|

What arrangements are necessary for special
deliveries of gasoline to service stations along evacuation
routes?jg

r

RESPONSE:

O While this interrogatory would best be directed

to the appropriate off-site governmental authorities, the

licensees believe, given the short distance required to exit the

O plume EPZ, that such arrangements are not necessary. See also

Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,

Unit No. 1), unpublished Partial Initial Decision (Emergency

O Planning Issues), Docket No. 50-289-SP, Dec. 14, 1981 at 1 1812

(" FEMA does not believe that there is a need for explicit

written procedures governing distribution of gasoline").

O
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O Nevertheless, licensees note that the plans
i

provide for tow-trucks to be staged at critical locations,

which will be able to provide a limited quantity of emergency

jO fuel to disabled vehicles.
!

60. INTERROGATORY:

: O Do such arrangements presently exist?

,
RESPONSE:

|

C) See response to Interrogatory 59 above.

61. INTERROGATORY:

O For each of the four (4) "at risk" counties,
describe the communications system presently in ef fect between
the county emergency operations center and local EOC's.

RESPONSE:

: No local EOC's exist.
!

. 62. INTERROGATORY:

|O
Describe the extent to which any such system is

,

; not operable (i.e., local contact not available) on a 24-hour
'

basis.
r

(O
; RESPONSE:

|

Not applicable.

!O

I :
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0 63. INTERROGATORY:

What is the time required for the removal of
seats from the buses which will be used to evacuate nursing
home wheel chair patients?

,,
a

RESPONSE:

It was not planned that seats will be removed

from buses used to evacuate nursing home wheelchair patients.

Such patients will be evacuated either by wheelchair vehicles

g or vans or buses with lap belts.

The following individuals have knowledge which

served as the basis for the answer to this inte rroga tory :

O

Michael Della Rocca (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Bruce E. Podwal (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Peggy L. Rosenblatt (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

,

64. INTERROGATORY:

What is the time required for the evacuation of
each of the hospitals located within a 10-mile radius of Indian

D Point? Explain fully the reasons for the time given in each
case.

RESPONSE:

O
The evacuation travel time required for each of

the hospitals in the plume EPZ was calculated from the time

that the first evacuation vehicle arrives at a given hospital.
,

>
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It does not include the time to prepare patients for evacua- I

tion and to move them to the loading site; this time was

considered mobilization in the hospital for evacuation. I

D

The following evacuation travel time assumes

the longest time for a full EPZ evacuation.

,.)

Hospital Estimated Time

FDR VA Medical Center 10 hrs: 25 mins.
Comfaunity Hospital of Peeksk!11 13 hrs: 25 mins.

,

Stony Lodge Hospital 11 hrs : 15 mins.)

Asthmatic Children's Foundation 7 hrs: 55 mins.
Residential Treatment Center

Letchworth Village Development 8 hrs: 55 mins.
Center

- Helen Hayes Hospital 7 hrs: 50 mins.
Rockland County Health Center 9 hrs: 10 mins.
Butterfield Memorial Hospital 7 hrs: 15 mins.
Falkirk Hospital 6 hrs.

The draf t document " Methodology to Calculateq

Evacuation Travel Time Estimates for the Indian Point Emergency

Planning Zone" discusses the basis for these es timates in

Sections II.D, III.C.1, III.D, and IV. A through E.7;

The following individuals have knowledge which

served as the basis for the answer to this interrogatory:
,
J

Michael Della Rocca (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Bruce E. Podwal (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Peggy L. Rosenblatt (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

D

|
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O 65. INTERROGATORY:

Identify all assumptions used in arriving at
evacuation time estimates, such as road capabilities and
traf fic volume over given egress routes.g

RESPONSE:

The assumptions used in arriving at evacuation
O

time estimates are included in the draf t document "Methodolcgy

to Calculate Evacuation Travel Time Estimates for the Indian

O Point Emergency Planning Zone" (November 1981) (copies of which

are available as set forth at p. 3, n.(*), above): Assumptions

regarding population estimation are contained in Section II -

g Demand Estimation; assumptions about the roadway network

capabilities are in Section III A - Evacuation Roadway Network

and Appendix E - Methodology to Calculate Evacuation Capacities.

O Assumptions incorporated in the traffic assignment model to

calculate evacuation times are detailed in Appendix G - Method-

ology to Estimate Roadway Travel Times During an Evacuation.

O The traf fic volumes over the egress routes for the duration of

the evacuation are described in the " Traffic Volumes for Egress

Routes" document available in accordance with page 3, n. (*),

O above.

66. INTERROGATORY:

O How would such estimates be affected by each of
the following conditions: (1) Inclement weather, including
snowstorm; (2) Rush-hour congestion; and (3) traffic accidents?

-57-
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O

RESPONSE:

(1) For inclement weather conditions, the lower

g bound normal weather evacuation capacities were further reduced

by a twenty percent factor to account for decreased quality and

amount of physical space on the roadway surface (e.g., snow on

O shoulders), and a more cautious attitude on the part of the

driver resulting in increased headways. Adverse weather

conditions.were considered to be a slippery roadway surface

O (e.g., due to snow or ice) and/or reduced visibility (e.g.,

due to fog or heavy rain). Specific evacuation time estimates

for adverse weather conditions are provided in Tables A-6 and

{} A-7 in Appendix A of the county RERP's and Tables 14 and 16 in

the draft document "Methodclogy to Calculate Evacuation Travel

Time Estimates for the Indian Point Emergency Planning Zone. "

O
(2) Specific estimates of evacuation travel

time during a rush hour period were not made. When the of-
<

ficial notice to evacuate has been given, the prior mobiliza-

tion efforts of traffic control personnel will essentially have

closed the evacuation area to incoming traffic. Outbound traf-

fic flow will therefore be expedited. In addition, peopleg
already in vehicles would be able to evacuate more quickly than

those people in their homes or at their places of business.

Further, the evacuation travel time estimates are in excess ofO
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3 6 hours during a typical weekday / school day, which is certainly

longer than the rush hour in the area.

O (3) Evacuation travel time estimates were made

assuming normal traffic flow patterns on the routes; i.e., it

was not assumed that all lanes of a road would be used for out-

O bound flow. This operational strategy would not only permit

emergency vehicles such as tow trucks and buses to enter the

evacuating area, but would also minimize the possibility of a

O total blockage of a route because of an incident such as an

au tomobile accident. If an accident did occur, traffic could

be diverted around that point in the opposing travel lanes.

J Backup evacuation routes were determined for portions of the

evacuation network likely to be extremely congested. The RERP's

also identify key locations for the staging of tow trucks for

the efficient dispatch of vehicles to accident sites.

The following individuals have knowledge which

served as the basis for the answer to this interrogatory:g

Michael Della Rocca (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Bruce E. Podwal (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Peggy L. Rosenblatt (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

D

67. INTERROGATORY:

Identify any and all documents that have been
3 prepared or commissioned by or for the licensees to investigate

the credibility, as perceived by the public within the general
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1S vicinity (whether that be a ten mile radius, surrounding town- ;

ships or counties, or other boundary) of Indian Point, of j
Licensee, or agents of Licensee, whether that credibility be '

of a general nature, or specifically in respect to the accuracy
of reported occurrences, off-site radiation levels, etc.

S

RESPONSE:

The licensees object to Interrogatory 67 on

D
the grounds that:

a. it is too vague for response;

D
b. it appears to arise beyond any contention

for which UCS/NYPIRG has been assigned lead

or contributing intervenor status; and

c. it is beyond the scope of the Commission's

Questions.

D
68. INTERROGATORY:

Identify any and all reports known to the
Licensee, including reports in newspapers and media in the
Indian Point area, that show evidence that there is, or ever
has been, any substantial lack of public trust in the credi-
bility of the Indian Point licensees.

RESPONSE:g

The licensees object to Interrogatory 68 on

the grounds that:
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(a) it is t vague t respond to;;O

(b) it appears to be outside any contention for which

UCS/NYPIRG has been assigned lead or contributing intervenor
4

O'

status; and

* (c) it seeks information which is readily available

'O to UCS/NYPIRG and in the public domain.

The Power Authority further objects to this interro-

gatory on the ground that it injects into this proceeding an
O

inquiry into the extent to which intervenors have tried to

.

undermine p'iblic trust in the credibility of the Indian Point
!

. 1,1censees for purposes extraneous to the recognized contentions.*
iO

69. INTERROGATORY:

How have the differences of nuclear emergency
O from other kinds of disasters been defined and evaluated in

assessing public performance in a real nuclear disaster?

,

:O

A blatant example of intervenors ' efforts is contained in*

the April 1982 issue of Westchester magazine at pp. 22-36,
a copy of which is enclosed herewith.

O

:O
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RESPONSE: -

Human response to radiological emergencies

o does not differ materially from human response to non-

radiological emergencies.

Dr. Russell R. Dynes, consultant to the licensees,

O
has knowledge which served as the basis for this response.

70. INTERROGATORY:

O
Will the public relations efforts of utilities

to gain acceptance of nuclear power have an effect on the
willingness of the public to evacuate during various stages of
an emergency?

O l

RESPONSE:

The licensees believe that all of their ef forts ,

O to inform and educate the public about the safety and operation

of nuclear power have had and will have a positive effect on

radiological emergency planning, including evacuation planning

O and implementation.

Dr. Russell R. Dynes, consultant to the licensees,

has' knowledge which served as the basi.= for this response.
O

71. INTERROGATORY:

Does the Licensee consider " spontaneous" evacua- |g.
Ition outside the ten mile EPZ a possibility?
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g
RESPONSE:

2

i It is possible that some people residing beyond

O the-plume EPZ will evacuate without official notification to do

so.

i

72. INTERROGATORY:
O

If the answer to the above question is yes, have
the licensees, or their agents, done any research into the
effects of such a " spontaneous" evacuation on the evacuation
efforts within the EPZ? If so, what are the results of this

O research?

RESPONSE:

O Parsons Brinckerhoff has reviewed the literature
I

on evacuations and, based on the information it has found, the

licensees believe that a " spontaneous" evacuation beyond the

O plume EPZ will not have significant effects on the evacuation

efforts within the EPZ.

The following individuals have knowledge whichg
served as the basis for the answer to this interrogatory:

Michael Della Rocca (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Bruce E. Podwal (Parsons Brinckerhoff)g
Peggy L. Rosenblatt (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

Parsons Brinckerhoff relied upon the following

O principal documents in providing this response:

~

O s
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O

O J.M. Sell & J.M. Hans, Jr., Evacuation Risks-
An Evaluation, June 1974 (U.S. Environmental
Protection Administration, EPA-50/6-74-002).

D.J. Ziegler, S. Brunn & J.H. Johnson, Jr.,
" Evacuation From a Nuclear Technologicalg
Disaster," Geographical Review, Vol. 71,
No. 1, January 1981 (at pp. 1-16).

.

73. INTERROGATORY:

O

Do the emergency response plans take into consider-
ation the likelihood of " spontaneous" evacuation outside the
10-mile EPZ?

,

O
RESPONSE:

There are provisions in the RERP's for the expedit-

O ing of traffic flow beyond the plums EPZ. In the procedures

discussing traf fic control responsibilities (such as the Law

Enforcement, Fire Department, and Public Works Procedures),

O routes from the EPZ boundary to the reception centers are

designated as requiring traf fic control activities. Certain

limited access roadways will have access denied at particular

O locations to expedite EPZ resident evacuation. Law enforcement

and other support agencies will provide traf fic control in the

vicinity of reception and school reception centers. Ingress

O control will be provided at the evacuation area boundary to

prevent unauthorized entry to the. area.

O
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" 74. INTERROGATORY: -

To what extent are the evacuation time esti-
mates dependent on the assumption of prior mobilization and

O stationing of emergency forces from the state and counties?
If it is assumed that no prior mobilization and stationing,
or only partial mobilization and stationing is possible prior
to the evacuation order going out, how much longer could the
evacuation require?

'O
RESPONSE:

The evacuation time estimates are presented

O as ranges. These ranges, which appear in Appendix A of each

county RERP, are based on operational strategies indicated in

the various county agency evacuation implementation procedures.

O These ranges are based on factors including the degree of

mobili za tion , the degree of public cooperation and the extent

of capacity restrictions on key highway links. With regard to

O mobilization, lower bound evacuation travel times (shorter times)

are anticipated when a high state of operational readiness

(traffic control devices opnrational, all buses stationed to

O begin their initial runs, etc.) is attained. Upper bound

evacuation travel times (longer times) are representative of a

cituation where a low state of operational readiness results

C) from minimal mobilization of the emergency workforce.

Therefore, the difference in evacuation time

g estimates attributable to delayed mobilization and stationing
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D of emergency forces should not exceed the differences between

the upper- and lower-bound travel time estimates.

The following individuals have knowledge which served
D

as the basis for the answer to this interrogatory:

Michael Della Rocca (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
_

Bruce E. Podwal (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
J Peggy L. Rosenblatt (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

The documents relied upon by the above individuals

are the county RERP's and the draft methodologies.

75. INTERROGATORY:

Have Licensees' emergency plans and implementing,,'

procedures been reviewed regarding the ability of Licensee to'

collect environmental radiation samples under adverse weather
conditions? How many 4-wheel drive vehicles snowmobiles,
boats, and helicopters does Licensee possess?

q
~

RESPONSE:

The offsite monitoring teams can obtain air

3 samples and then perform sample counting inside the vehicle

during inclement weather. One 4-wheel drive vehicle is

available.

~~)
76. INTERROGATORY:

Identify any and all medical facilities known to
the Licensees that are within 75 miles of Indian Point, and that

D possess the capability to accept and treat persons who might
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become exposed to radioactive contamination (and other injuries) )
"

resulting from an accident at Indian Point. For each such '

medical facility, provide an estimate of the number of such per-
sons who could be treated; describe the contingency plans that
have been prepared by that facility for a radiological accident

O at Indian Point; describe the capability -- e.g. staff, appro-
priate supplies, etc. that are available for such treatment;

the chief medical officer of each facility.and iden -

.

RESPONSE:
O

A list of medical facilities in the vicinity of

Indian Point that possess the capability to accept and treat

O persons who might become exposed to radioactive contamination

(and other injuries) resulting from an accident at Indian Point

is maintained by the New York State Department of Health.

'

O .

Licensees have an agreement with Peekskill

Community Hospital (which has 114 beds) and Con Edison has an

agreement with Northern Westchester Hospital Center (which has

250 beds) for the acceptance and treatment of on-site personnel

who might become exposed to radioactive contamination or suffer

ther injuries. The contingency plans for these facilitie are
O

contained in Appendix A to the licensees' plans.

The staff of the Peekskill Community Hospital

O have had initial training by Porter Consultants, Inc. and have

| participated yearly in Radiation Emergency Medical Drills at

Indian Point since 1976. The st'aff of Northern Westchester

|O
i

|
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g Hospital have participated in last year's drill and will

undergo a comprehensive 2 day training course on May 25 and 26,

1982.

O The chief medical officer for Peeksill Community

Hospital is Dr. David Heller. The chief medical officer for

Northern Westchester Hospital Center is Dr. Robert Healey.

O

The remaining information sought by the interroga-

tory is not within licensees' knowledge.

D
Dr. Tbomas Doyle, Con Edison, has kncwledge

which served as the basis for this response.

D 77. INTERROGATORY:

Identify any and all facilities for Radioactive
decontamination of persons who might be exposed to an accident
at Indian Point, and are beyond 75 miles from the plant.

a. For each such facility, provide an estimate
of the number of such persons who could be treated; describe
the radiological measuring instruments available; describe the
contingency plans that have been prepared by that facility for
a radiological accident at Indian Point; describe the capability

O -- e.g. staff, appropriate supplies, etc. that are available
for such treatment; and identify the chief medical officer of
each facility. Summarize the contingency plan for transporta-
tion of persons from within the EPZ to the decontamination

,

| facility.

LJ
RESPONSE:

The information sought by the interrogatory is

D not within licensees' knowledge.
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G 78. INTERROGATORY:

Please provide draft report (s) by Parsons
Brinckerhoff explaining how evacuation times in the preparedness
plans were obtained.

C)
~

RESPONSE:

These documents are:

Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade and Douglas, Inc., Draft
Methodology to Calculate Evacuation Travel Time
Estimates for the Indian Point Emergency Planning
Zone. November 1981.

O
Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade and Douglas, Inc., Draft
Methodology to Estimate Roadway cavel Times During
Evacuation. January 1981.

) Production of these documents is described at pages

3-5 above. In particular, copies of these documents were made

available to UCS/NYPIRG for inspection and copying on May 17,

1982.

|
' 79. INTERROGATORY:

t

h Please provide the basis for Parsons Brincker-
hoff's conclusions, regarding the method used to convert popula-
tion to passenger car equivalents and how the number of passenger
car equivalents changed as a function of time of day,

p

b
.
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m"
RESPONSP:

The basis for the method used to convert popula-

3 tion to passenger car equivalents as a function of time of day

is found in the draft document, " Methodology to Calculate
.

Evacuation Travel Time Estimates for the Indian Point Emergency

O Planning Zone" (November 1981) in Section IV(C) (Trip Generation).

i

80. INTERROGATORY:

?) Please provide the numerical assumptions
utilized by Parsons Brinckerhof f to convert buses to passenger
car equivalents.

RESPONSE:
O

Buses were weighted as the equivalent of two

passenger cars.

O
The foll> wing individuals have knowledge which

served as the basis for the answer to this interroga tory :

O Michael Della Rocca (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Bruce E. Podwal (Parsons Brinckerhoff)
Peggy L. Rosenblatt (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

81. INTERROGATORY:O

Please provide the assumptions utilized by
Parsons Brinckerhof f in formulating the time estimate studies
regarding how and where the population was loaded on the

9 ne two rk , particularly assumptions about rate of loading.

g - -70-
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RESPONSE:

,

The time estimate studies assumed instantaneous

and concurrent loading of the population on the first link of a

traffic zone's prim?ry evacuation route, with the exception of
D

people required to wait for buses and special vehicles returning

to the area after having ma'de a first trip. For those people

required to wait for a vehicle to return from its first assign-
O

ment, the time to load was calculated as the sum of the follow-

ing elements: the time for that vehicle to evacuate on its

first trip plus travel to its specified host facility plus drop
_

.J
of f first trip passengers, return to the second trip location,

and pick up remaining passengers.

3 The following individuals have knowledge which

served as the basis for the answer to this interrogatory:

Michael Della Rocca (Parsons Brinckerhoff),
Bruce E. Podwal (Parsons Brinckerhoff)'

Peggy L. Rosenblatt (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

82. INTERROGATORY:

O
Please provide the assumptions utilized by

Parsons Brinckerhoff about " terminal" time and/or the time
needed to reach the network.

RESPONSE:

For auto trips, the terminal time was based on

3 the size of a traffic zone and the general land use characteris-

tics of the zone. Based on population densities and antici-

pated congestion levels, traffic zones were classified as

3
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urban, suburban, or rural, and assigned average travel speeds

of 15, 25, or 35 miles per hour, respectively. For terminal

time calculations, the appropriate speed was divided into the
..

~

longest length of the traffic zone (in miles) to obtain an

estimate of the time to access the first link of the primary

evacuation route for that traffic zone.
.,

t

For buses traversing general population evacua-

tion bus routes, the bus route length on which the evacuees

D would be picked up was divided by an average operating speed of

10 miles per hour to obtain the bus terminal time. Pickup

sections of most bus routes terminated at or near a primary

3 evacuation route; therefore, the terminal time was only the time

to run the route from the first pickup point to the last.

For vehicles assigned to special facilities, the
,

J
auto terminal time for the zone was increased by 15 minutes to

account for additional loading time requirements at the location.

The following individuals have knowledge which

served as the basis for the answer to this interrogatory:

Michael Della Rocca (Parsons Brinckerhoff),

Bruce E. Podwal (Parsons Brinckerhoff)#

Peggy L. Rosenblatt (Parsons Brinckerhoff)

,
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83. INTEREOGATORY

Please provide the choices made and assumptions
utilized by Parsons Brinckerhoff about evacuation routes and

;D road capabilities.

RESPONSE:

O The choices made of evacuation routes are

specified in Tables A-1 and A-2 of Appendix A of each of the

county RERP's.

g
Assumptions used regarding road capuoilities are

discussed in Section IIIA (Evacuation Roadway Network) and

Appendix E (Methodology to Calculate Evacuation Capacities) of
U,

a draft document entitled " Methodology to Calculate Evacuation

Travel Time Estimates for the Indian Point Emergency Planning

-- Zone", November 1981.

84. INTERROGATORY:

Please provide the estimates of the percentage,
'' of persons evacuated from the EPZ and each ERPA as a function

of time.

RESPONSE:

]

The percentage of persons evacuated from the EPZ

as a function of time are shown in the draft document entitled

7; " Methodology to Calculate Evacuation Travel Time Estimates for

-73-,
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O
the Indian Point Emergency Planning Zone" (November 1981) in

the following figures:

() o Figure 22 - Population Clearing 10-Mile EPZ under

Nighttime Normal Weather

o Figure 23 - Population Clearing 10-Mile EPZ under
O

Nighttime Adverse Weather

o Figure 24 - Population Clearing 10-Mile EPZ under

O School in Session Normal Weather

o Figure 25 - Population Clearing 10-Mile EPZ under

School in Session Adverse Weather
O

These percentages apply to the entire plume

EPZ. Estimates of the percentage of persons evacuated from

O each ERPA as a function of time were not prepared.

85, INTERROGATORY:

O Describe any and all information in the possession
of the licensees pertaining to the intervenor organizations and
to individual members of intervenor organizat'ans and describe
the measures by which such information was obtained. Also
describe the purpose for which such information was obtained.

O

O
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RESPONSE:

+

The licensees object to this interrogatory on

$) the grounds that it (a) is irrelevant; (b) is beyond the scope

of Commission Questions 3 and 4, and, indeed, beyond any of the

seven Commission Questions; an( (c) purports to seek information
;

.O which would be protected by the attorney-client and attorney

i

work product privileges.
!

86. INTERROGATORY:g

Describe any and all public information, public
relations, and advertising programs currently underway to inform,

or reassure the public about the risk of accidents at Indian

O Point, the potential consequences of accidents, and the adequacy
4 of emergency preparedness to mitigate these consequences.

RESPONSE:
i

O
(A) The Emergency Planning brochure entitled

Indian Point, Emergency Planning and You, which has been distri-
l
j buted by mail to residents and businesses within the plume EPZ.
:O
;

(B) Power Authority and Con Edison, Indian
)

Point Probabilisitic Safety Study: Overview and Highlights,

() 1982.
;

(C) Both licensees also provide speakers on;
,

i nuclear energy upon request.
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)

;) (D) Con Edison maintains the Indian Point

Energy Education Center, which includes exhibits on solar,

wind, and nuclear power.

D
(E) Licensees are also holding meetings with

parent-teacher organizations in schools within the plume EPZ.

[) (F) Licensees have been holding meetings with

local government and school officials.

Bowin Lindgren, Con Edison, and Cliff Spieler,
O

Power Authority, have knowledge which served as the basis

for the response to this interrogatory.

S 87. INTERROGATORY:

Describe any and all visits the licensees, their
attorneys, or any representative of the licensees and/or their
attorneys have made to the offices of the intervenors, and for

8 what purpose. Please identify the names of those people.

RESPONSE:

S The licensees object to this interrogatory on

the grounds that it (a) is irrelevant; (b) is beyond the scope

of Commission Questions 3 and 4, and, indeed, beyond any of the

S
seven Commission Questions; and (c) purports to seek information

which would be protected by the attorney-client and attorney

work product privileges.
9
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O

88. INTERROGATORY:g

What is the licensees' position on the probability
of an accident as described in the scenarios of the Indian
Point joint exercise of March 3, 19827

O
RESPONSE:

The accident scenario which was used in the Indian

Point exercise of March 3, 1982 should happen no more than once

in 10,000,000,000,000,000 (10 6) reactor years.

O Dennis Bley, of Pickard, Lowe & Garrick, consul-

tants to the licensees, has knowledge which served as the basis

for the above response. The licensees relied upon a memorandum

O dated March 1,1982 f rom Dennis Bley to John Kelly and Larry

Kelly, Power Authority in providing this response.

89. INTERROGATORY:
O

Provide all notes, reports, and documents relating

to the licensees' preparation for and assessments of drills

O preceding the Indian Point joint exercise of March 3, 1982.

_ RESPONSE:

O See pp. 4-5 above, concerning responses to docu-

ment requests.

O
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90. INTERROGATORY:

Provide all drafts, letters, documents, etc.
used in the licensees' role in the preparation of the scenario

O used for the joint exercise of March 3, 1982. Identify personnel
involved and provide their credentials.

.

RESPONSE:

O see pp. 4-s, above, concerning responses to

document requests.

The following personnel were involved in prepara-

tion of the scenario:

A. John Kelly, Certified Health Physicist,

O Power Authority; -

B. Larry Kelly, Licensed Reactor Operator,

g Power Authority;

C. Don Vinchowski, Shif t Technical Advisor,

Power Authority;

O

D. Steven Masciulli, Certified Health Physicist,

Power Autho lty;

O
E. Austin Decker, Reactor Operator, Power

Authority;

O
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O F. James Baranski, State of New York;

G. Lawrence Czech, REPG employee, State of New

York;
'

O

H. Linda Lomonaco, Assistant to the Radiological

and Environmental Services Superintendent, Indian

O Point 3, Power Authority; and

I. James Papile, REPG employee, State of New York.

O 91. INTERROGATORY:

What is the licensees' position, and what has it
been, on the necessity of sounding the sirens during the joint
exercise of March 3, 1982? Provide detailed information on the

O post-exercise testing program of the sirens.

RESPONSE:

O It is and was at the time of the March 3,1982

exercise the licensees' yosition that it was desirable, though

not required, to sound tne sirens during the exercise. The

O sounding of the sirens facilitated the activation of other

emergency response activities, as part of the exercise.

O After the March 3 exercise, a public-response

survey was conducted by Yankelovich Skelly & White to determine

which sirens had sounded. The Yankelovich organization advised

O

-79-
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O that only 77 sites could be investigated since eleven were in

non-residential areas. The survey results were that of the 77

units located in residential areas, 67 had apparently operated

K] properly, five had apparently not sounded and five sirens

apparently operated but gave a weak signal.

As a result of the survey, a test program was
,

a
established to confirm the operability of all the sirens, while

maintaining the system in an operational mode. The program

consisted of a local testing of each siren, repair of any
)

deficiencies discovered during field testing, and the retesting

of each site from the County Control Center. The local testing

included a growl test to verify siren operability and a radio3
frequency test to confirm the receiver level signal capability.

A full siren alert test, initiated by a signal from the County

3 Control Center, was also performed to confirm full system

operability.

The test program for the 88 sirens was started

D
on March 29, 1982. As of May 19, eighty of the sirens had

been tested and returned to the operational mode. The remain-

ing eight sirens will be tested and are expected to be fully
D

operational by the end of May, 1982.

Charlene Faison, Power Authority, has knowledge

3 which served as the basis for this response.

(See also response to Interrogatory 29, below).
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F~' 92. INTERROGATORY:

Provide all notes, reports, documents, etc.
presented in al] meetings participated in by the licenseas and

O their consultants in preparation for and subsequent to the
Indian Point exercise of March 3, 1982.

RESPONSE:

O
See pp. 4-5, above, concerning responses to

document requests.

J 93. INTERROGATORY:

What was the total cost to licensee rate payers
of licensee personnel's and their consultants' participation in
all activities relating to the Indian Point exercise of March

9 3, 1982.

RESPONSE:

8 Licensees object to this interrogatory on the

grounds that it is overbroad, burdensome, and oppressive; is

not within the scope of discovery as defined by 10 CFR

* S 2.740(b); and would require the licensees to perform studies

and evaluations not presently contemplated or in existence.

94. INTERROGATORY:,

What is the licensees' position on improvements
needed for future exercises at the Indian Point site?

O
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' RESPONSE:

Since the evaluation process has not yet been

iO completed, licensees have not established a position at

this time.'

j

f

95. INTERROGATORY:g

Identify all licensee personnel, their consult-
ants and lawyers, who participated in or observed the Indian

,

Point exercise of March 3, 1982. Include their credentials.'

|O
RESPONSE:

!
The licensees object to Interrogatory 95 on the

10 ground that it is too broad to respond to. In particular, we

note that both Indian Point nuclear power plants and the*

licensees' headquarters were engaged in normal operations,
10 employing hundreds of persons, during the exercise.

96. INTERROGATORY:

O
Provide all notes, reports, documents, etc.

relating to licensees' participation in and observation of the
March 3, 1982 exercise, including all contributions by licensee
personnel, consultants, and attorneys.

'O.

RESPONSE:
;

| See pp. 4-5, abo.e, concerning responses to
,

|O document requests.
;

;

1
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97. INTERROGATORY:

What is the licensees' position on the adequacy
of public information brochures at the time of the exercise?

O Provide all drafts, letters, documents, etc. used in preparation
of the current brochure. If considered inadequate, what is
licensees' timetable for improving and redistributing the
brochures?

O RESPONSE:

The licensees believe that the public informa-

tion brochure was adequate at the time of the exercise. With -

g
respect to'the production of documents, see pp. 4-5, above.

98. INTERROGATORY:

O What was the timetable for alerting and mobiliz-
ing licensee' personnel during the exercise?

RESPONSE:

O
The following is the timetable for alerting and

mobili=ing licensee personnel during the March 3, 1982 exercise.

ENERGENCY RESPOISE TIMETABLE OF EVBTISO

CBSERVER/IOCATICN
TLME ACTIO1 AND OBSERVEES

7:50 a.m. tbtification of Unusual Event . CR
O

8:15 a.m. Alert

. The Bnergency Plan allows for flexibility . CR
of staffing for the Alert Classification. . TSC
'Ihe Shif t Supervisor (Emergency Director) . OSC

O may choose to activate all or sane of Precautionary

-83-
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EMERGENCY RESPCUSE TIME 7 FABLE OF EVE 27fS; O

OBSERVEP."4CATICH
TIME ACTIN AND OBSERVEES

the response centers (TSC, OSC, EDF). observation of:
O Because the scenario allows for this . EOF

decision process, observers should be . Assembly Areas
,

present at their assigned locations at this . Security
cime. It is remotely possible the evacua- . Offsite Monitoring

tion alarm will be sounded. Tean (Con Ed NEM Bld)

' O . If the TSC is manned and accountability . Precautionary

performed: (Accountability may not be observation cf:
performed in the TSC until the evacuation . Victims location
alarm is sounded.) A missing individual
should be noted. Ikwaver, until site
accountability is oerformed, it is highly

. O unlikely this individual will be decided
missing.

. New York Office Recovery Center may be
activated for an Alert anergency.

' O
9:00 a.m. Site Area

. Site Evacuation Alarm Sounded

. All Support Centers Activated

. Security restrict access to site
. O . Accountability performed.

. Off-site teams requested to EOF

. Post Accident sampling may be initia'd . OSC, PAB

fran now until the termination of the
emergency (it is expected a maximum of 2
samples will be drawn)

O2

. Onsite teams g be sent out . OSC, Onsite Monitoring
i

. Frun this point on the TSC missing indivi- . OSC, Search & Rescue
dual should be detected missing. Search & . OSC, First Aid

Rescue & First Aid teams can be initiated
O at any time.

- O
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EMEFGB;CY RESPOISE SECUE2JCE OF EVD7IS j

!O CBSERVER/LCCATIQJ
TIME ACTICIJ AND CBSERVEES

. NYO Bespnse Center Manned, personnel . NYO Response Center
should begin leaving for the Pecovery
Center at I.P.

.O
9:30 a.m. . Repair teams for the #32 Diesel and/or . OSC, Pepair & CAT

#33 Safety Injection Pump may or may not be . CSC, Repair & CAT
sent out.

10:30 a.m. General D ergency, release begins
O

. Onsit.e; Monitoring Teams should be activated . CSC

. Offsite Ptnitoring Teams should be activated . ECF

. Frun this time on in-plant HP survey team (s) . CEC, EP Survey Team
may be dispatched frcm the CSC

. Frcm this time on Survey and Repair Team (s) . OSC, Purge Valve
:O may be dispatched frcm the CSC to manually Ibpair & CA Team

close the purge valve. ('Itese efforts
should continue until 1:45 when the purge
valve is able to be closed by a repair team.)

. Recovery Center may be manned frm this time . Pecovery Center
O on (arrival frm the rIYO)

1:30 p.m. . Condensate Storage Tank level falls lcw . CSC, Repair CST

. A Pepair/ Corrective Action Team may or
may n t be dispat bed t the CST.

O
1:45 p.m. . Manual fix of purge valve is possible. . OSC, Repair Team for

Purge Valve

99. INTERRCGATORY:

:O
What is the licensees' position on the adequacy

of public and media relations as demonstrated in the exercise,
and if inadequate, what is its time-table for educating the
press and public?

:O
RESPONSE:

The licensees' position is that the public and

O media relations, as demonstrated in the exercise, are adequate.

O -85-
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100. INTERROGATORY:

Provide a copy of the contract, written agreements
and memoranda setting forth the terms of the working relationship

i c) between Con Edison and PASNY and the firm of Parsons Brinckerhof f
rciating to the Indian Point plants.

RESPONSE:

10
See pp. 4-5 above, concerning production of

documents.

!O 101. INTERRCGATORY:

cescribe and provide copies of all memoranda to
PASNY and/or Con Edison employees enlisting the help of employees
in any public relations or public education campaign directed

13 to the' public residing in the area surrounding the Indian Point
plants.

RESPCNSE:

.O
The Power Authority Headquarters and Indian Point

; 3 staffs received a memorandum from Lercy W. Sinclair on March
J

10, 1982 describing a program of public information regardingg
Indian Point 3.

,

!

See pp. 4-5 above, concerning production of docu-

O ments.

Con Edison has no such memoranda.

O

!
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As to Answers:O

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY
OF 1 YORK, INC.

. i

/ / 4 i.

By ht-- 4 c:! $[ N O W "'
11Achard P. Remshaw\
Project Manager - Indian Point Hearings

O POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

syskBy y
Hbrschel Spect(r
Project Manager - Indian Point Hearings

As to Cbjections:

O CONSOLIDATED EDIS 1 COMP Y OF NEW YORK INC.

By [h [tf
Brent L. Brandenburg /
Assistant General Cou del

O

POWER AUTHORITY OF TH ' STATE OF NEW YORK

MORGAN ASSOCIATES, CHARTERED
O

wk. $V n , f. t/By x

Josephq. Levin,Jr.. [ [*

SHEA & GOULD

By M
"David H. Pikus

O
Attorneys for Power Authority of

the State of New York

O
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O
VERIFICATIO!1

STATE OF 11EW YORK )

O : SS.:
CCUllTY Ol'!!EW YORK )

RICIIARD P. REMSIIAW , being duly sworn, deposes and

O says:

That he is the Project Manager - Indian Point IIearings

for Consolidated Edison Company of flew York, Inc., licensee

of Indian Point !!uclear Generating Station, Unit 11o. 2; that

he is authorized to make this verification on behalf of said

corporation; and that the foregoing answers to interrogatories

were prepared under his direction and supervision and are true

and correct to the best of his knowledge, information and

belief. f
O 7,

y/ .' |,I,

/ g- 4-a
\ hICIIARD P. REMSilAW

O

Sworn to before me this

18th day of May, 1982.

O

!!otary Public

DAV:D H. Fivd'S
Notary Public. State of New York

No. 314735E05
Qualified in fJevt Ycrk County

Commission Expires March 00, t003

O

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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O
VERIFICATION

STATE OF NEW YORK )
: SS.:

O COUNTY OF NEW YORK ) ,

HERSCHEL SPECTER, being duly, sworn, deposes and

g says:

That he is the Manager, Indian Point 3 Hearings,

Technical Support for Power Authority of the State of New

O' York, licensee of Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant; that

he is authorized to make this verification on behalf of said

Authority; and that the foregoing answers tc interrogatories

O -

were prepared under his direction and supervision and are

true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information

and belief.
O

haru Y Ws
O HERSCHEL SPfCTER

Sworn to before me thisO
18th day of May, 1982.

O
Notary P5blic

DAV:D H. FMUs
Notary Pubb:. St:te of ? cw Ycrk

No. 31-4 N2:0'3
Cualified in Nev; Ycrx Cctray

Commission E:Gires March !.J. 003

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Respectfully submitted ,-

OAn % / A Jo L f'A|O o, a,~
Br66t'L. Brandenburg Charles Morggn, Jr. /~

v

Joseph J. Levin, Jr.
Paul Colarulli
1899 L Street, N.W.

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY Washington, D.C. 20036
O OF NEW YORK, INC. (202) 466-7000

Licensee of Indian Point
Unit 2 Thomas R. Frey

4 Irving place General Counsel
New York, New York 10003 Charles M. Pratt
(212) 460-4600 Assistant General Counsel

O 10 Columbus Circle
New York, New York 10019
(212) 397-6200 .

MORGAN ASSOCIATES, CHARTERED
1899 L Street, N.W.

O Washington, D.C. 20036

SHEA & GOULD
330 Madison Avenue

2f35-800(
O

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE
OF NEW YORK
Licensee of Indian Point Unit 3

10 Columbus Circle
New York, New York 10019

O

Cated: May 18, 1982

O

O

O
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges: hgggM
Louis J. Carter, Chairman easms'

Frederick J. Shon
O Dr. Oscar H. Paris

)
In the Matter of ) Docket Nos.

O )
CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, ) 50-247 SP
'INC . (Indian Point, Unit No. 2) ) 50-286 SP
EOWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK )
(Indian Point, Unit No. 3) } May 18, 1982

)O _.________________________________________

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

O I hereby certify that copies of LICENSEES' RESPONSES
TO UCS/NYPIRG FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND ADDENDUM THERETO
in the above-captioned proceeding have been served on the
following by deposit in the United States mail, first class,
this 18th day of May, 1982.

O
i

Docketing and Service Branch Ellyn R. Weiss, Esq.
Of fice of the Secretary William S. Jordan, III, Esq.
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Harmon & Weiss

Commission 1725 I Street, N.W., Suite 506

O Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20006

Louis J. Carter, Esq., Chairman Joan Holt, Project Director
Administrative Judge Indian Point Project
Atomic Safety and Licensing New York Public Interest

Board Research Group
O 7300 City Line Avenue 5 Beekman Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19151 New York, N.Y. 10038

O

O -

_ . ___ __ - _ _
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'O

Dr. Oscar H. Paris John Gilroy, Westchester
Adcinistrative Judge Coordinator

O Atomic Safety and Licensing Indian Point Project
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory New York Public Interest

Commission Research Group
Washington, D.C. 20555 240 Central Avenue

White Plains, New York 10606

O
Mr. Frederick J. Shon Janice Moore, Esq.
Administrative Judge Counsel for NRC Staff
Atomic Safety and Licensing Office of the Executive

Board Legal Director .

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

() Commission Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555

Jeffrey M. Blum, Esq.
New York University Law

O School
423 Vanderbilt Hall
40 Washington Square South
New York, N.Y. 10012

O Marc L. Parris, Esq. Charles J. Maikish, Esq. -

Eric Thorson, Esq. Litigation Division
County Attorney The Port Authority of
County of Rockland New York and New Jersey
11 New Hemstead Road One World Trade Center
New City, N.Y. 10956 New York, N.Y. 10048

O

Geoffrey Cobb Ryan Ezra I. Bialik, Esq.
Conservation Committee Steve Leipsiz, Esq.

Chairman, Director Enviromental Protection Bureau
New Y rk City Audubon Society New York State Attorney

O 71 West 23rd Street, Suite 1828 General's Office
New York, N.Y. 10010 Two World Trade Center

New York, N.Y. 10047

Greater New York Council on Alfred B. Del Bello')e Energy Westchester County Executive
c/o Dean R. Corren, Westchester County

Director 148 Martine Avenue
New York University White Plains, N.Y. 10601
26 Stuyvesant Street

O New York, N.Y. 10003
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Atomic Safety and Licensing Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel Appeal Board Panel

7) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commissica Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555

Andrew S. Roffe, Esq. Honorable Richard L. Brodskyg
New York State Assembly Member of the County
Albany, N.Y. 12248 Legislature

Westchester County
County Office Building
White Plains, N.Y. 10601

O

Renee Schwartz, Esq. Pat Posner, Spokesperson
Paul Chessin, Esq. Parents Concerned About
Laurens R. Schwartz, Esq. Indian Point
Margaret Oppel, Esq. P.O. Box 125

O Botein, Hays, Sklar & Herzberg Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y. 10520
200 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10166

Stanley B. Klimberg Charles A. Scheiner, Co-

O General Counsel Chairperson
New York State Energy Office Westchester People's Action
2 Rockefeller State Plaza Coalition, Inc.
Albany, New York 12223 P.O. Box 488

White Plains, N.Y. 10602

O
Honorable Ruth Messinger Alan Latman, Esq.
Member of the Council of the 44 Sunset Drive

City of New York Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y. 10520
District No. 4
City Hall

O New York, New York 10007

Lorna Salzman Zipporah S. Fleisher
Mid-Atlantic Representative West Branch Conservation
Friends of the Earth, Inc. Association

.O 208 West 13th Street 443 Buena Vista Road
New York, N.Y. 10011 New City, N.Y. 10956

0
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Mayor George V. Begany Judith Kessler, Coordinator
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PLANNING FOR A<

i " WORST CASE"
|- t

'

Experts on both sides of the issue disagree over the safetyi.

L, of nuclear energy. But accidents, however rninor, have
| happened. What should have been clear long before now
|: -but is not-is how effective and how realistic emergency
I! procedures are here in Westchester County should the

f unimaginable occur at Con Ed's Indian Point facility
.

.

~

by Robert Leaversuch

,

the Indian Point plants and their oper-

T he Indian Point NuclearPower Station nestles on the Alphabetese ators, Consolidated Edison and the
i east bank of the lludson Rner, Power Authority of the State of New

thirty.five miles north of Times Square lierewith a glossary of the scronyms York (PAsNY)..

in the Westchester County vdlage of most frequently used in this article in Five miles to the southeast of Indian
Buchanan Thirty years ago, river fer- order of their appearance: Point, on a quiet residential street in

Croton-on liudson, Enine Kimerlingries carried thousands of city dwellers PASNY Pbwer Authority of the State
lives with her three children, Sean,15,from New York City to Indian Point of New York

to ride the ferris wheels at an amtue' NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission J sh,12,and Amee,7. A friend of hers,

ment park that stood there. (The Federaloverseer)
recently asked what her plans were if a

Today, the round, gray containment UCS Union of Concemed Scientists radiological emergency were ever de.
clared at the site.domes of Units 2 and 3,both operating (A private antinuclear group)

nuclear plants, and the tall smcustack FEMA Federal Emergency Manage. "What can I plan?" she said. "of
,

of Unit I, now closed, can be seen rising ment Ageacy (Set up after course,if I'm near my kids I'll try to
above the thick, surrounding woods off Three Mile Island accident) get them out,but there are so many

variables and ifs. I don't think evacua-Route 9. EPZ Emergency Planning Zone
A network of transmission wires. (Area within a ten-mile radius tion will work."

radiating outwards from the site, carries of Indian Point) According to state and local emer-

electricity into a power grid that serves EoC Emergency operations Center gency preparedness plans developed in

2.7 rr0 lion homes and businesses (County facility in White the past two years (sce box pg. 27) and4

| throughout New York City and West- Plains)
tested at the beginning of March,if

chester. ERPA Emergency Response Planning such an emergency were serious enough

But hke a winter squall sweeping Area (The forty-six subdisisions that local officials ordered an evacua-

along the liudson valley, conflict and of the EPZ)
tion, Sean, Josh, and Amee Kimerling

controversy are now swirling around would be moved by bus, along with
Continued

| Photos by stephen Morton 3
a
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9 authorities must be able to evacuate all safety has been a continuing source ofJE

'

these residents should a serious radio-
controversy since February 1976,when

I

' logical emergency occur. Four counties Pollard, then an NRC project manager.

lie within the ten-mile zone: Westchester, in charge of supervising safety at seven*

Rockland, Orange, and Putnam, noclear plants, including Indran Point-
,

., A study conducted by the NRC, Unit 3, resigned his position to draw i

knou as the Reactor Safety Study or attention to what he said were major |
'

i. WASH 1400, examined the consequen- deficiencies.

ces of a " worst-case" accident for a
Pbilard describes how, at a crowded

j typical site in the United States. It con- press conference m New York City |

| cluded that as many as 48,000 people following his resignation, a reporter :
. would die,5,100 genetic defects would pressed him to say simply how danger-

'

1,
appear in the first generation born af- ous he thought the plants at Indian

|-
about 60,000 other school children who ter the accident. Jamage to property

Pbint were. '
,

4

would be $14 billion, and 3,200 square Dropping his usual measured, dispas-
I live within a ten-mile radius of the site,

miles would be so contaminated they sionate manner,the nuclear engineer
to receiving centers in other schools would be umnhabitable for a century. responded,"In my view,it's almost an

|
some distance away.

An emergency after school hours "Typial site" was described as repre- accident waiting to happen."

rrught create a different problem for senting the average of conditions for all Three years after Pollard's resigna-i

!tion,on iarch 28,1979,the mou seri-x

|t Ernne Kimerhng. A working mother, plants in the nation. At Indian PointI

|,
she wonders what would happen if she the above figures could be expected to ous nucl ar accident in United States

be much higher. history did happen at Three hiile
' i2 separated from them then. She com- Within a fifty-mile radius of the Con Island's Unit 2 in eastern Pennsylvania.

mutes an hour each way to her job as a
,

teacher in New York City. Ed plants lives one -tenth of the entire it was a warning, Pollard says, and he

3 "I think about how I would ever population of the United States, more predicts that if the nation expands its

,' hook up with my kids," sne says. "1
than double the number for any other nuclear energy program as planned,

nuclear site. The 29 million people who "We must expect a similar or worse
probably could not call them because
the telephone hnes would be tied up." live there include most of the residents

accident every two or three years."

lier children are old enough to be of New York City. The plans require A Presidential Commission was ap-

home alone after school, but not old
state authorities to protect the food and pointed by President Carter to investi-

'

i

enough to drive, Kimerhag says, and
water supplies of this population from gate the accident at Three hiile Island,

radiation contamination, and it urge 1, among other recommen- |
,

*

police, who would be coping with a
flood of outgoing traffic, probably " Indian Point is the worst site in the

dations, that improved off-site emerg-

would not allow her back into the area. United States for a commercial reac-
gency plans be developed for all nuclear

,

The difficulty m planning for an tor," says Robert Pollard, nuclear safety sites in the nation.
The NRC responded by ordering

emergency around Indian Point is that engineer for the Union of Concerned state and local authorities to develop
it is the most densely populated nuclear Scientists (UCS). In September 1979,

site in tn' United States. An estimated the UCS filed a petition with the NRC such plans, and President Carter

257,000 to 282,000 people-studies dif- asking that Indian Point Units 2 and 3
charged the newly created Federale

fer on the figure-hve within a ten mile be closed down periding an investigation Emergency h!anagement Agency:
'

(FEh1A) with responsibihty for coor-
radius of the plants, and, under state and into their safety.

- county plans mandated by the Nuclear The location of Indian Point in a dinating and redewing the development ,

Regulatory Commission (NRC), local populous area is a new concern, but its of such plans. New guidelines, gathered

,

i

The FourStages of Emergency
The Westchester County Radiologi- line. This is a tie line phone system that liaison officer reports to the site to pro-

cannot be interrupted. The police mere- vide direct contact with county officials.
cal Emargency Response Plan uses a General Emergency: An event that

*

four fold emergency classification as ly record the incident.

required by federal guidelines. The clas-
Alert: An event at the nuclear plant involves a dar'ger of reactor core melt-

|
ses of emergency,in ascending order of that is believed to involve an actual or down, and/or ditficulties in containing

potential threat to public safety. radiation releases that would exceed j

Nuclear operators call the Warning minimum prescribed limits. The public iseriousness, are:
'

Unusual Event: One at the nuclear Point. The desk officer notifies three
would be notified by siren, alerting
them to tune in for further instructions ;

plant that poses a potential danger to key county officials, including the
to the Emergency Broadcast System.

the public. Nuclear operators would call County Executive.
,

the County Waming Pcint, located in
Site Emergency: An event that could Protective mea:ures, such as sheltering,

~

Westchester Police headquarters at Haw- require evacuation or other protective
closing of schools,or evacuation could

!

thorne, via the nuclear emergency hot- action at the nuclear site. A county be ordered.
|

\ t

| !

| 24
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ready staggering under the impact ot'

p^

}4 yh
the soaring costs of new plants, the can-.

.. s L- ,, a

*, * " ' ' 3 cellation at eustmg orders for construc
tion, a plagt e of unanticipated safety

[2

_4 - }
'

, '
L' and rnamtenance problems. and an m-.

crease in pubL disp'casure.

a a._ _ ]- . ,s
3 1

;4 ;.

IN ] Ervme Kimerhng is a foundmg mem-

j . ber of Parents Concerned About Indiann

Pomt. It is one of ten groups that filed.

--

, [^ p.titions to intenene m the NRC hean

'

.; .' mgs The heartngs are adjudicatory .
meanmg they proceed much as the am'

I tion in a cin! court does Intervenors |
.

''
'

and operators are represented by coun-
'

- :n

{f^
.

: -_ ~y1 sel and the witnesses they present are[
~ ~ M,Q g subject to cross-exammation. On t he4

_

basis ut endence presented by the parj ( ~
' -

,
_- ,

ties, board members will re commendy
appropriate action to the NRC for its5.-

g
- fmal determmation,, w-

^ l Parents Concerned deseloped out of
a meeting last May organved by a small

. ,

band of Croton residents. With the

pg sponsorship of the Parents Teachers
A.ssociation, they mvited seseral local*

; , d offi is ti. at tend, includmg the super
intendent of schools. cnd defense

,

officta!'. and the pohte chiet
\g

,

"The meeting was extremely eftecg
) tive " Kimerbng say s " All we did w as

sit back and ask questions " The offi'<~

g , h, h .h d " . , . f- cials themselses soited so many misgn-*

' ' y $$$ - mgs about the plans that most of the| ,

Ye' L audience seemed connneed they would
* not work., (, ,q 4, a

4 Kimerlmg admits that many people.s- M.
'

- ,, . .,

' NW. % [7,
bvmg neat Indian Pomt prefer to ignore$ T4, . : Y-[.h . *<

, , .,

its existence, but she say s t hat "a httleM .? S ', i h c- ' M'' | 's.

.ky.gQC,f , ,k ; ' below the surf ace. people are reauy$ N, g f 7 *- . , S%|' c
I

,

,9 ,3 scared about Indian Putnt.' Rf T.ie$ 8 .,W M.''.

' g* ;*Y 3. ' '. ?'S ,e:( ,s ,,9
-

(%.'p' 8 7 Et A J y' <Q [ % :{c 3; 9, t* P tgnormg the plants, says Concerned
M Nobods at the Mas meeting was.i t .v ,

's
''" ^ " "'# "

i k, bM people so excited. because they thoughtm u al N arrwned to eac h si hool busDu w an < m ren,i no w m n on<
of their childr n. It is a ser) emotional
issue There is a lot of potential for rd-
* E I# e up about the evacuation of

ude :hc <lumss title NURE G OM4, in an unusual mose, the NRC last
chtid r en ',

Fl M A Rl P 1 were nsued jointly bs January ordered hearmgs. scheduled to The membe s of Parents (,oncerned
(the NR( and Fl M A to set stanJards begm this spr'na. to unestigate these resobed te focus their efforts entirely

issues This is one of the few times thefor iudgmy the adequaa of state and on school evac uation "That's clearh
local plans NR( has held hearings on issues affect- g , .re experts in." say s Kimer-

ne tombination of de puted issues ing nuslear plants aheaJ) bcensed and . l mean it's the one issue thes.'

at Indian Point unohing doubts about o pe r at i" g gg g,gg Q
its lo ation, the adequass of plans to A decnion by the NR( to close one talk There's no w a) thes tan conunce
protes' nearbs resident s. and t he satet 3 or both of the twe plants. or esen a gg g
of the t'lants, ts now shapmg up as a retommendation to do so by the three w onto Route 4 and get out.'i

! maior test casc. not iust f or the oper ruan Atomic Saf ety and lacensing Board
i aton at In Wo Pomt. but f or the entire that is conductmg the hearings. would

nuclear industn m the Umted States be a desast attng blow to an mdustry al- At about 9 30 on a recent wmter's
co n n nura
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| lye ned : . hi,d b. >ot s a n d a sowh 6 Im emew s wu h a crossnes nor ot

! _

hat anJ spo mg a dn . p: .g m ustas he drners workmg to the ukeund xn s
the y our 2 bus Jrner iook ?d like a lhst nst reseal t hat some sas they w ill

!

| 7' nn ,Jen"das s o w b - W hen askej w hat report immedute!) it called upon. but
-a he w ould L it mJered to r e p, c t t < mme sas they rmd t not, eithe hesaa
g work te e .a .ute s 5.n d J JJ cn du' they gne pnont y i > gathering the' <wr

ing an emerger ss at Iriliar P. .u, t b e satter j tamdies or n xause they are |
'

said. "It d t e hs steru People'd be go not sure they could be reashed at ser
mg nuts I doni ihm l~d w am to he tam times J anng the s<hoH Jas
therr En> of the drners alsi expreweJ ,

Ile W est< hest er ( ount y plar due.ts Joubt about the ettectneness of a mav |
,

evacuat or, on the w mdmg nar ow . t a-that m an emergency requinne esamua
non dunny ss ho, d hour t t he s< hool Gung road sy stem they battle eser,

nu or nmg Brent (,eorge puiled hn sel thdJren be loaded onto buses to w hi< h da s of t he schoo! ', ear

low bus mio a parkmg lot behn,! the tea < hers w ould be assigned as super "I would report here and esa uate

le elan? %ddle k h< nd ot t Route r, m uson T he buses would be m.ned along t he kid s." say s pa rt-time d rner ( lanne

( or tlandt lie munded rus teetto ett designated routes and to recemng uen Ihll, w ho has a thuteen9 ear-old

w arrr then headed towa: ! a t r ad e' ten < u'uJe the i r .e.gency Plannmg daughter of her own going to schM n

w he e he n.me d h o teh >w w , 'd" /,o n e T he | P/ is the area w ithm the nearbs Putnan: Valley "I know the

s uuns!Lesta" the oa!, ben te ten nuic radius of InJian Pomt. bus drners there and I wouiJ trust

ugrung ot t to t he mon'mg Wha' drnen hke Brent (,eorge and them to esa<uate my chdd J

the teamhers the s<hool admimstrato s Mananne Peiff er, anoiner of L2ke-

and t he of herm w he will play a cnocal land's saty-fne part-time drners. has

, . . [[b. . ,h, '"I" "' nm mg t he t h ddren know and t hree chdd ren. two m iugh school. the

thmk about the plans !s clearly an other m a separate middle school. "I
. n .sou o / , s % rur',, important tactor m theu success would get m my car and get my kiJsf,m m
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she says. Fellov worker Colleen Merone but not all procedures have been set. bkeland Federation of Teachers, says

says she would too, and feels she repre- "I'm assuming all our eighteen buses there has been no discussion of what
sents a majority."Most drivers who are will be here," he says, but he wonders is expected of teachers by the union or

triothers would get in their cars,take aloud what he would do if they did not what the teachers expect of themselves.

their famihes and leave," she says. show up. She says that without the involvement

John Criscione says he has read of the people implementing the plan,

about the plans, but "nobody here has including teachers, the plan will be

told us anything about them." lie says , " completely unworkable." She doubts

if he is at work, he will help in an evac. Emergency Plans ihat the assignment or supervisory

uation, but "I don't think they'll get teachers would be acceptable to thea

union and most teachers unless on athe bus drivers to take kids out of the There are three sets of plans for
voluntary basis.district. You have to look after number dealing with an emergency at indian

"If teachers felt they had to getI o ne." Point: home to their own families,I think theyA woman driver who would not give County Plans: Each of the fouri

wo dn't stand fQr being told to do thisher name admitted she had never counties within a ten-mile radius of
thought about what she would do. She Indian Point has its own set of plans. assignment," she says. But she does

think many teachers would volunteer.has four children in four different The counties are: Westchester, with
Another problem foreseen by Cas.schools in the district. 37 percent of its area in the Emergency

parian is the hkehhood of a flood of"You've put me on the spot.What Planning Zone; Rockland,27 perant;
would I do? I can't really tell." Then, Orange,21 percent; and Putnsm,15 Parents driving to the school to pick up !

Seir children, thus blocking access ,
,

after a pause, she added,"If the plant percent.
roads. Ife says that parents are supposed |goes, we won't have much time. We These plans, which are published*

to allow schools to evacuate their chil. '

. just have to live with it." in two thick volumes and are available
dren, but admits, especially in elemen.at the White Plains Library, were devel- ;

tary schools, many parents are unlikely *

oped by consultants for the operators-
to follow this procedure. The resultOne 12keland official who hves Consolidated Edison and the Power c uld be traffic jams and stalled buses.,

with the Indian Point problem daily is Authority of the State of New York-*

Casparian believes that plans aredistrict transportation supervisor Jim under the direction of state and feder,
essential. lie thinks for a moment, thenirsson. lie says bkeland has a fleet of al agencies.
adds,"It's an awesome responsibil;ty,about 100 buses, and about that many The four counties and the state have Y u talk and plan for it, and hope youdrivers to move almost all the district's agreed to work closely together and to
never have to use it.6,500 students to and from school. The coordinate all decisions. If the situation The responsibility lies first with thefleet consists of some large buses seat. requires it, state authorities could step
County Executive, who must make the jing up to sixty-six students, small buses in, as happened in Pennsylvania during
first decision in an ' emergency. It could iseating thirty, and mini-buses seating the crisis at Three Mile Island.
range from sendmg students home,sixteen. brsson says that his bus fleet State Plans: New York State has its sheltering them indefinitely in thecannot transport the entire student own plan for dealing with the contam-
schools, or carrying out an evacuation.body in a single loading, and he is not ination of food and water, pastures,

sure how the county expects to move animals and other resources within a School superintendents are in charge of ,

surplus students in an emergency. fifty-mile radius of the plant. implementation of these orders. !

Anothm difficulty is that only On-site Plans: The operators have George Corwin, assistant superintend.

thirty five of bkeland's drivers are full plans for a limited evacuation of the dent of schools in bkeland, says he and ; I

I

time. It Iakes all 100 drivers three runs 238racre Indian Point site and its imme- the superintendent, Dr. Iron Boch,are

to transport the students to schoolin diate surroundings should it be needed. reviewing the Westchester County plans

the morniag between 6:30 and 9:30, and have some reservations about them.

and three more to return them between "It's very nice to put a plan on a
P ece of aper,but the people implement.i P1:30 and 4:00. For four hours during Asked what he would expect teach.
ing it need to know what it's about. Anythe middle of the day the part. time ers with children of their own to worry
successful plan must involve the peopledrivers are free. They would be difficult about, Casparian says," Teachers have

to contact m an emergency. a responsibihty here that is primary." implementing it in its design and prepar.
Aram Casparian, the Trincipal of lie says teachers would be in charge of ation," he says.

l bkeland hiiddle School,would also loading students on buses, but once The Putnam Valley school district, a
bear heasy responsibilities should there that is done they would be free to leave. few miles north of bkeland in Putnam
be a nuclear incident at Indian Point. This seems to contradict the plan it. County, lies inside the EPZ. hiahopac,

like other prmeipals, he would have to self, w hich instructs principals to next to Putnam Valley,isjust beyond
make minute-by. minute decisions in " assign school staff to accompany stu. the zone. This poses a new kind of prob-

his school under the direction of his dents to school receiving centers." It is lem, according to Putnam Valley's

superintendent. lle says the evacuation suggested that one teacher go on each superintendent hbchael hiaiden. Under

plans have been discussed in racetings bus, the plan, hiahopac parents are expected

between administrators and officials, Gretchen klalley, president of the to watch and wait as the children of
Continued

- . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Fried sat down at an Apple 11 com- phone on the main desk of Westchester f
,

puter and prepared to rehearse what is police headquarters in llawthorne sud. |
i

,

called a " scenario." The scenario is denly starts ringinF, and the large red
a hypothetical accident at Indian Point bubble in the middle of the dial blinks f'

i .s

j[,
- i. conceived by the planners, and it takes furiously. Simultaneously, on desks all

'

into account weather and other condi- around New York State, seventeen i
-

' tions existing at that time. Fried's com- other red phones connecting all the |
puter is keyed to a Midas computer state's nuclear plants to key warning i

| located on site at Indian Point. Pro- stations via a 24-hour nuclear hotline
'

! grammed into the Midas is a veritable also begin to ring. [
! font of information that would result The police officer in Hawthorne '

in readings and predictions of what picks up the phone. A nuclear operator

i! could be expected to happen under dif- from Indian Point identifies himself
their Putnam Valley neighbors are evac- ferent conditions. and reports that an incident is in prog- -

uated-on Mahopac buses that had been The scenario on this day assumes ress at the site and it poses a potential f
ii

requisitioned. Putnam Valley does not there is a break in the pipes of the threat to safety. The cop picks up a'

have enough buses ofits own to evacu- primary cooling system of a reactor form-an Initial Notification Fact Sheet
'

ate all of its students at one tune. that interrupts the flow of water needed -from the desk and takes down this
"What about the hysteria of people to cool the hot uranium core. This message:

'

! eleven nules away?" asks Mahopac's leads to seventeen hours of low radia- "This is an alert. There has been a
,

|* superintendent Dr. Jerry Cichelli."We tion and a puff ofintense radiation re- ground release of radiation, at 20 curies

! .- bought the buses, we maintain them, leased 20 hours after the problem began. per second, at ground level. Wind is ,

we paid for them." The authors of the scenario state modng southeast at 6 m.p.h. No precip-

- Cichelli says he is not sure officials forcefully that in their view the dramatic itation.

I.
have the authority to requisition his events it depicts are "quite unlikely ever immediately,the police officer

school district's buses, and that in an to occur." Any release of radioactivity makes three calls on a special radio

emergency he would have to c.3nsider at Indian Point, they say,is an " extreme- communication system to inform West- |
-

retaining the buses to evacuate Mahopac ly remote possibility." chester's County Executive Alfred

students."What do you do under those Perhaps, but even extremely remote DelBello, Commissioner of Pubhc Saf. ,

circumstances?" he asks. "The plans are possibilities have to be prepared for. In ety Services Daniel Guido, and Duector

,
not clear to me." the real thing this is what happens. of the Office of Disaster and Emergency

Maiden l'as other reservations about Imagine that at 1:00 p.m. a red tele- Preparedness Anthony Marasco.

the school evacuation plans, especially
7 '

- - -

*
as they concem the roads in his area.

- 7
;M;;.'

. . . - i y
-_ ),.

At some times of the year, he says, they
. jNare all but impassable. "We're not try- - .,

ing to be difficult, but we want some- * g .y
-

,

-2 / *

j,
,

".7Q<ty,:;<thing that's workable." . -

'
.sw- __

??'.M W,*. , ' ;. . J , '.
- 3

% L ''
c At the beginning of March, the four ,.

counties in the EPZ conducted an exer- ;_ _ ,, , [ *@ Qy
~M pfcise to test the major components of ~''M- * . .~

7 __ _,

# * wtheir emergency response plans. Trial "! '
~

-- -

|
- runthroughs of the sort are required '

once a year. Playing an important role
in the exercise was Sandford Fried, I' J

!
-

communications officer for Westchester
'', -

, ,. g . _.
,

County's Office of Disaster and Emer- m W - "_i
W[ ?gency Planning. Fried spent thirty years | ' W-Q,: 1 .. i j-

E .( ,
in the U. S. Navy. [ _ ,f. J & " .

? Ib,As he had done on so many other ; .s ,

occasions, Fried unlocked a heavy door [ .y ,.

at the bottom of a flight of stairs deep
in the subbasement of Westchester's 7 - ,

|municipal building on Martine Avenue !
*

in White Plains. It opened into the
i !

county's Emergency Operations Center
|(EOC), a network of rooms with large
L

pipes suspended from the roofs, maps '
L

hung on walls and communication Rot > err IUllarJ, one-tsme safety supernsor at Indian Point. opposes nuclear energy use.
equipment arranged on tables.

!
I
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At 1:15 p.m.the County Executive the plume.

horders the county's nuclear liaison offi- Fried works feverishly at the com-
cer to Indian Point. orders key people puter for a few minutes. lie needs to
on an alert list to stand by, and instructs get data fror.. the Stokes.Reuters sys-
his staff to man the EOC. tem of remote radiation monitoring

Fried, at his console, punches away stations, located throughout the zone,
at the keys. He hbdas his Apple is in fed into the Midas computer. lie links Not infrequently-though perhaps

sync with continuelly monitors and up and starts getting radiation readings not frequently enough-a story comes

stores data on atmospheric conditions directly from the stations. across our editor's desk that is so strong,

near the site recorded by instruments By this time, the county's twelve so pertinent to our readers that we

in a meteorological tower that rises Field Monitoring Teams of three per. must change our editorial menu to run

above Indian Point. sons each-at the alert they had f.nned it. Exactly that happened this month.

out on the roads to take the readings ne article on Indian Point simply had

'

The RoadstoSafety with Geiger counters-are calling in to be published now because it is of

their findings, ne members of these Paramount importance to all of us. We

indian Point was chosen as a nuclear teams use dosimeters, pencil-like devices hope it spurs some reaction on your

site in the late 1950s before the move used to monitor their own safety. Part.
to the suburbs, when the area had few- With mformation now arriving from In preparing for Indian Point,we
er people and there was less awareness the operators at the scene of the acci. considered delaying some of the articles

,

I of the potential dangers of nuclear dent, and the computers providing that had been promised to you in this
power plants. The Evacuation Planning accurate assessments of radiation levels column last month. Happily, we found
Zone is a densely populated area with throughout the EPZ, officials would be we did not have to alter, delay,or kill
rurrow, winding roads. The Hudson, ready to make important and far-reach, any of them. So in a way this is a'

( crossed by a single bridge within a ten- ng decisions. bonus issue.

| mile radius of the plant, blocks move- he p'.ans are intended to provide looking forward to May, we will
ment to the west. The few founlane decision-makers with a wide range of again feature the Executive Section,
highways on the Hudson's east bank options, evacuation being only one of but enlarged to include our annual cor-
often are congested durmg normal tivm. The selective evacuation of clui- Porate issue. We will be examining
traffic. On bad winter days, traffic dren and pregnant women could be businesses large and smallin the county,
cresps along them. ordered. The population could be Profiling leading people and reporting

"she!tered," meaning they would be in, on important changes taking place. One
P anned article heralds a true growthlWithin ten minutes, a color 6d visual structed to take refuge in basements,

map comes up on the Apple's screen. breathe through their clothing, and seal industry, the business of supplying

It shows the ten-mile zone around the their houses against radiation by clos. flowers and plants to offices,

plants, with the lludson shown in blue. ing windows. Or, as a last resort, the An ther herald, this one of spring,is

Floating over it is a purple blob. It whole EPZ or just the ERPAs in the an unusual baseball story on some un-

represents the computer's projection path of the plume,could be evacuatei likely local heroes. And of course

of where a radioactive plume will travel Midnight is zero hour; a decision there will be our Day by Day, Keeping
U , Restaurant and Theatre reviewsPover the next eight hours. A few more to evacuate the whole EPZ cannot wait

quick punches and Fried pulle from the longer than this. In nine hours, accord, and all the regular features.

machine a printed copy of the picture ing to the scenario, the meltdown and Final word. Once again we are pre-

on the screen. It shows a two mile puff of radiation will occur. A study, Paring a questionnaire to be sent to a

radius zone with roads and the project- conducted by two research organizations selection of our readers. Lest you think
,

ed plume pathway superimposed on it. for FEMAin 1980, estimated that the that we are survey happy,let me ex-
P ain that this one deals directly withlFried is a modest man, but clearly :vacuation of the more than one quar.

proud of f.is competence in the field of ter rMllion residents in the zone could your interests and evaluation of our

| communications. lie scans the visual be completed in 7 hours 20 minutes in editorial mix. If you are one of those

| and printout for a few moments and favorable conditions, and 8 hours 40 receiving the questionnaire in the next

says the 1:00 p.m. release of radiation minutes in adscrse conditions. They several weeks, you will be a great help

will move to the southeast at about estimated the movement of people in to us if you complete it and return it

seven miles per hour in an ever widen- specialinstitutions such as hospitals at your earliest convenience.

ing V. shaped exposure pathway. If the and nursing homes would take some-
computer's forecast is correct, by mid- what longer.
night the plume will be somewhere over ne FEM A time assessment study #*** '*
Ibbylon, long Island,59 miles down- also found that the most effective evac-
wind and five miles wide,but much re- uation would be at night, when there !
duced in intensity. could be a gradualloading of vehicles |

At 1:40 DelBello wants to know onto the road network. A daytime 'id- -

which ERPAs-46 subdivisions of the evacuation, with schools in session, Burt Kessler |
EPZ that provide more precise identifi- would take an additional 80 minutes Publisher e

cation of areas-will be in the path of because separated famihes would need |
Contmued i
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i They argue that the mentality of the has been misread or overlooked, he

nuclear operators and emergency plan- quoted NRC officials as saying.,

,
. y

ners who would implement the plans On October 30, Uvingstone reported .

~
' '

works against their success; they claim that Con Ed officials had known of the
that people do not behave in reallife as leak on October 17, but had not noti-

,

they are supposed to under the plans, fled the NRC until three days later.i

j' which look good only on paper;they Water in containment was not " ankle-
', assert it will be impossible to move the deep," as Con Ed had told the press,

numbers involved on the inadequate but reached nine feet up the walls of

road systen in time to afford any real the reactor vessel.

protection from radiation released in a Later investigations of the accident

nuclear accident. by the NRC and a committee of the

NYPIRG spokespersons also insist Westchester County Board of I.egisla-

more vehicles to move,and school buses that only a complete evacuation of aff
tors confirm that Uringstone's report-

would clog the roads and slow traffic. residents in the EPZ will prove to their ing of it was essentially accurate. The'

The decision is made to order a gen- satisfaction that the plans are workable. investigators sam the water had leaked

eral evacuation. Using special security "The only way to test the plan is to from a cooling system and trickled I

codes to prevent false alarms,the police test it the whole way. Call the bus driv-
down into huge ditches called sumps (

in llawthorne headquarters activate ers, the whole routine," says Unda at the base of the containment dome. [

over a special radio system 43 electro- Gross, pubbe relations officer for the By the time it was discovered, the
water had overflowed and risen nineTask Force..

magnetic sirens dispersed across those She believes one of the major flaws feet up the sides of the hot reactor ves-
parts of Westchester within the EPZ.

in any emergency plan is the mind. set sel, a shell of steel with walls ten inches'

For three minutes the piercing
-

sounds of the sirens perched on top of of many of those who willimplement thick that holds and protects the urani-

63-foot high poles, at a volume of 123
it. Most nuclear operators and their um core of the reactor. The cold liud-

decibels, shatter the night silence of regulators are convinced that the plants son River water had the potential to-

are safe and that they can control every place stress on the steel walls of the
- northem Westchester. Audible more situation that arises, she says. They view reactor vessel and weaken them,much
' '

# than two miles away,the sirens were
doubters as " lunatics," and plans and as a burst of hot water can shatter a

built by Con Ed and the State Power
', Authority at a cost of $2 milhon. Until

drills as unnecessary burdens imposed cold glass. Stress on the reactor vessel:

March, the siren system had not been on them to satisfy a misled public. has the potential to cause a core melt- (

I tested. Allthrough the EPZ, residents This attitude, Gross says, makes down,the most serious accident pos-
,

, are meant to be consulting instruction it hkely that emergency action would sible at a nuclear plant.

trochures sent to them only tlus March. be taken when it is already too late to
Equally damaging to Con Ed's cred-

Dey tune in to the radio Emergency protect the population. She points to ibility was the charge in the October

Broadcast System to hsten to bulletins the accident at Con Ed's Unit 2 in Oc-
27,1981, report of the Westchester ;-

'

tober 1980 to illustrate this view.
Board of 1.cgislators that Con Ed "un-

telling them what to do. Victor uvingstone arrived for work derestimated the seriousness of the
,

IPeople grab their pets and a few be-
longings,9ile into cars, and follow evac-

at the New York Daily News on the accident and tried to keep the news to

uation routes they have been instructed moming of October 23,1980, scanned itself and even from the NRC." The

to take. By 9:00 a.m. the last cars and a Con Ed Public Information Release, NRC later fined Con Ed $210,000 for !

buses struggle out of the EPZ,while the and was surprised to learn that Unit 2
violations ofits segulations in the case. |'

radiation, now dispersed, no longer had been closed down by a leak of ne fact that accidents happen-
at Indian Point and at other nuclear

poses a threat. De pubhc has been pro-
100,000 gallons of water, but was ex.

tected. No hves are lost. The damage at pected to be back on line in the near facilities around the country- shows
clearly that operators make mistakes.-

the plant must be repaired,but disaster future.
"One hundred thousand gallons is They have delayed reporting problems

has been averted.
So goes the scenario. Is it illusion or not exactly a spit in the bucket," he as they developed, and understated

realtiy? lilusion, the critics say, created thought. lie asked Sam Roberts,his the problems when they did report

to placate a worried public and to keep
editor on the city desk,if he could them. Too, they have tended to become

the dangerous plants running for profit. check the story out. Roberts agreed, vengeful toward those who do not

and for the next four months Uving- accept readily their explanations.
Reahty, the defenders say. In the remote

stone covered and broke open many ne implications for emergency
chance that anything so dangerous plans are serious.Without prompt and
could happen, the plan would safeguard aspects of the story. accurate motification of all potentiallyOn October 24, Uvingstone reported
hves. Who is right?

j
Spokespersons for the New York that " operator erro " was thought by dangerous developments at nuclear

Pubhc Interest Group's Indian Point Nuclear Regulatory Commission offi- plants, officials are left with less time

Task Force (NYPIRG) say it is an illu- cials to be involved,although the Con to make difficult decisions. Their op-

sion to believe the emergency plans pro- Ed version had not mentioned this.
tions are narrowed. Dilatory reporting :

i '

Instruments had recorded the flooding also can lead to increased distrust
vide any degree of protection to resi- in the containment area but may haw among residents.
dents hving inside or outside the EPZ.

,

i
'
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In a simulated emergency, a radioactive plume hovers over Westchester. Map shows extent of the area within a ten-mile radius ofIndian Point.

Concern about these implications was not completed untillast August. Interpretation of Mass Media Disaster
is not limited to nuclear critics like "We thought the NRC was getting Warnings," it is based on 191 inteniews
NYPIRG. According to David R. Smith, soft in their regulatory role," Smith with disaster victims evacuated from
Director of Intergovernmental Relations says. "They have to be tough. Their Panama City, Florida, after that town
in DelBello's office, county officials job is not to promote but to regulate." was struck by Hurricane Eloise.
share that concern. On the plus side, Criticism of the plans that those Authorities tracked the storm and
Smith says," Con Ed has been pretty assigned vital roles-such as bus drivers, kept the public informed through the
good since we chewed them out." Be- teachers, field monitors, and gas attend. Emergency Broadcast System for
ginning in October 1980, the reporting ants-possibly will not act as expected twenty-four hours before Eloise made
of unusualincidents has been prompt is unwarranted says Michael Scali, the landfallin the evening of September
and detailed. But Smith still sees noti- outspoken Jirector of Putnam Coun- 23,1975. Winds of up to 125 m.p.n.

i fication as "always a worry." ty's Office of Disaster and Emergency and an 18. foot surge in the water level
' Another worry for Smith is the atti. Preparedness. "You've got to go back led authorities to order a general evac-

tude of the NRC. In 1979 the commis- to history.What do the American uation of the beach area of the city.
sion ordered nuclear operators to devel- people always do in these situations? They might have done as well howling
op emergency plans and set deadlines They help each other " He cites non- into the wind for all the effect their
for their completion. Con Ed and radiological emergencies in which order had on the evacuation.
PASNY hired the consulting firms of Par- people cooperated and did not panic. Although most people in the area
sens Brinkerhoff and EDS Nuclear to de- But one recent study does not bear knew an emergency was coming, over
velop comprehensive plans,but deadlines Scali out. Prepared by David D. Smith one-third missed the evacuation advis-
came and went. A revised set of plans and entitled,"Public Perception and ory. Interpretations of the meaning of

Continued
31 !
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1 and Transportation Office dated Aug- McIntyre beheves the state and4
'

_ ust 1980 challenged a number of the county plans leave authorities in a i

much bette r position to respond in an
- -

study's assumptions.y I'

One in question was that adverse actual emergency, because they now: , '

,
-

weather conditions would not affect the define clear lines of authority, prepare

time needed for an evacuation. The th public, and provide for continual-

FEh1A study predicted that poor weath- testing and improvement of the plans.
er conditions would slow the flow of The development of emergency plans

traffic to ten miles an hour without in- for Indian Point has been more thor-
terrupting the smoothness of movement. ough than at any other site around the
The state's people were skeptical. country, according to lhor W. Iluszar,

FEMA estimated that the equivalent another FEM A specialist who is review-
'

the broadcast instructions varied wide.
of 96,800 passenger vehicles would have ing the plans. He attributes this to the
to be moved out of the Emergency Plan- population density near the site and to..

ly. Most respondents ignored earl.er in.
structions and waited until the last

ning Zone in a daytime, weekday evac- public attitudes toward the plants,by
'

uation,while in more favorable night- which he means the strong opposition
moment to evacuate, thereby causing

time conditions,81,200 passenger car and criticism expressed by residents and
serious traffic congestion.

"In the face of a threat," Smith equivalents would have to be moved. elected officials in recent years.12rge

Doubters wonder whether, given the demonstrations and instances of cidl-

writes in the study,"many people in
time limit, they could be in a region disobedience at Indian Point, he says,

,

the potentially affected popuiation do with so few major highways and so have had a " strong bearing" on planning.
not respond as directed " Assuming

many badly graded and winding roads. The FEM A spokesmen stress that
~

that people will follow directions, he The study assumes that traffic would the plans under discussion are not solely
- says,is dangerous. clear bottlenecks when roads got crowd- for evacuation. Evacuation is only "one

One potentially serious problem
with the emergency plans is that those

ed. Critics say gridlock is more likely. of many measures,one option" under;

Another complication foreseen by consideration. McIntyre lists a range oft

having to make the decisions never can critics is based on the experience at the options,inchiding sheltering and
*

be sure how much time they have from
the moment an accident is discovered, Three Ahle Island. Voluntary evacua- partial evacuations. "We're not talking

although this is denied by Con Ed's pub. tion there by residents was common,
evacuation,we're talking protective ac-

', he information director at Indian Point
with large numbers of people outside tion," he says.
the ten. mile zone moving too, backing McIntyre warns that mistakesin

Unit 2, Bowin Undgren."Ycu would
have seven hours minimum to deal with up traffic within the most dangerous

ordering an evacuation too soon could
cause injury to people and property, an

a situation," he says. He cites various zone.

special safety feature; at the Indian % hen pressed, Unda Gross admits eventuality, one gathers talking with*

that NYPIRG beheves an evacuation civil defense officials, that is constantly,
Point plants that would slow any acci.
dent and delay the release of radiation. will never work. "It may help mitigate on their minds.What does happen when

"You're talking ab.out a lot of hours," the consequences," she says,"but the
you leave all that area and all those'

says Putnam County's Scali. At Three bottom line is that even if you have a homes unattended?.

FEMA has much work ahead ofit.
C Mile Island,he claims,it was 72 hours good evacuation plan, you can't change

before there was any danger of serious the road system. It's impossible. Look liustar says that any final acceptance

at the exit routes in the plan. Even in of the adequacy ofits plans must await
radiation releases. a full evaluation of the exercise this

Others bebeve accidents may devel- good weather, there'sjust not going to

op more rapidly, and the NRC,in its be any way out." March. Before the trial run, he said,

guidelines Nureg 0654, instructs plan-
She admits that her organization is "We're not requiring that the counties-

' nets to assume the release could occur interested first in the shutdown of both move people,but the exercise must be

as little as half an hour after the acci- units at Indian Point. The NYPIRG be- realistic and there must be no prompt-

lieses the evacuation issue is a good ing of participants. The exercise will
dent starts.

k But it is not only how much time one around which to mobilize public test communications, the siren warning

the; have in which to react that con- opinion against the plants. system, and possibly the deployment

cems planners. They must consider too Emergency planning officials working of some buses."

how long actions they order will take for FEM A reject such criticisms. They McIntyre cautions that a plan alone

to carry out. For instance, there is say that despite the complexity of the will not ensure the safety of the public.

reason to doubt that the Federal Emer.
task they have laid the groundwork for "What we have here is people. Plans are

gency Management Agensy study's
effective evacuation. " People living near only as good as the people who imple-

estimate that a complete evacuation in Indian Point are safer and better pro- ment them." lie expressed confidence in

the ten-mile zone surrounding Indian tected than they vere two years ago," the competence of the offwials who will

Ibint would take 8 hours and 40 says Phil McIntyre, chief of the Natural be implementing them here.

minutes or less is correct. An official and Technological liazards Division at "The states are not doing things fast

comment by experts from New York FEMA's Region 2, which includes New enough," says liuszar, adding that FEM /

State's Disaster Preparedne s Office York State in its jurisdiction. has not power to force them to act
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faster. lie is hopeful that the states will adopted by the board, would stall the sham and a " meaningless gest ure," in-

get on with the job. entire hearing. "You cannot take from tended by the NRC to satisfy public

i The FEM A officials feel they have the investors without due process," he opinion more than to deal with the

|
achieved the main mission set for them. said. Because due process is not fully threat to safety he sees in the continued

The planning criteria in Nureg 654 are applied in such hearings, any action operation of the plants.

" pretty damn good," liuszar says. lie taken by the board would be unconsti. Even if the board adopts some of

also feels they will get better. The plans tutional, he argued.
the contentions of the intervenors,

will constantly be tested, improved, and "I doubt the NRC would want to changes still will be long in con.ing,

updated in a continuing process, he says. contradict their earlier order," replied
Pollard insists. Recommendations by

Jeffrey Blum for the Union of Con- the board must be adopted by the NRC,

On December 2,1981, the ir.vestiga- cerned Scientists. He said the board he says, and then could be the subject

tion of the Atomic Licensing and Safety makes recommendations to the Nucle.r of hearings lasting years. "From a pub-

Board into safety and emergency plan- Regulatery Commission,but has no lic posture standpoint it looks great,

ning at Indian Point began with a pre- power to closc down plants or ccnfis. but they have no intention of doing any.

heanng conference at the Spring Vale cate property. thing. But then again,I could be wrong.

A Drug Antidote:The Pros and Cons
in a Tennessee town with the un- that has distributed potassium Iodide, activist, holds that while the drug offers

likely name of Soddy-Daisy, state offi- which is horrible tasting, comes in tab- protection against iodine, other gases

cials last December distributed bottles let form, and costs less than $1 a bottle. released in nuclear accident, such as
of the drug potassium iodide to each of Officials there said they acted because xenon and byoton, would continue to
7,000 families living within five miles they fear traffic-clogged roads cou!d pose a hazard.

of the Sequoyah nuclear plant, near cause residents to be exposed while Still, Levy sups. orts distribution of

Chattanooga. evacuating the area. the drug, which he says is required for

Radioactive iodine,one of a number Dr. Anita Curran, Westchester's residents living near all nuclear plants -

of gases released in nuclear accidents, Health Ccmmissioner, says state offi- in Sweden. He thinks the mairi benefit |

is a unique danger to the public.With. cials in New York, with the agreement of distribution will be to force people
'

in thirty tr'nutes of an individual's of the four counties near Indian Point, to become aware of the dangers the

I exposure to it, it is absorbed into the have studied the drug and concluded plants pose.

| thyroid g?and, a part of the body vul- that predistribution of it to the The operators at Indian Point do

nerable to cancer, especially in the general public "is not a practical stockpile potassium iodide for possible
approach at this time." use by workers who have jobs thatyoung.

Taken before or immediately after "There is still a difference of opin- might require them to accept exposure

exposure in the right dosage and at ion in the scientific community about to higher than normal amounts of radi-

reguLrr intervals, potassium iodide the drug," says Barbara Thomas Noble ation. But individuals living near the

saturate. the thyroid gland with iodine, of the New York State Radiological plants will not find it easy to obtain the

thus blocking the absorption of the Emergency Preparedness Group. She drug. Betty Hengst, a wall known edu-

| radioactive iodine. This means, of cited possible side effects and the dan- cator in Yorktown, re:ently did try to

coune, that in ordar to be affective, gers of misuse of the (frug. and discount- get a bottle, inquiring through her doc-'

tha drug must be distributed before any ed the notion that potassium iodide is tor to Wallace Laboratories, producers

emergency arises. It cinnot block what a " magic potion" that protects people of potassium iodide, she was told that

has already settled inte the glarJ. from the threats of radiation. it is obtainable only by government

So far, Tennessee is the ody state Abe Levy, a doctor and antinuclear agencies.

Inn, a home for the elderly, located a lawyers for the Power Authority of You have to see what you can accom-

few miles from the site. the State of New York and Con Ed in plish."

A flurry of proceduralissues con- turn challenged the credentials of many Pollard's own career shows that

fronted Board Chairman louis J. Carter, of the groups seeking to intervene in change is possible. After serving in the

a distinguished-looking man with close- the hearings on grounds that the affa- nuclear Navy, he joined the Atomic

cropped gray hair,who on that day was davc t for their representatives were in- Energy Commission in 1969. From

wearing a blue bow tie. Other members correctly filed,or that th:y had no 1970 through 1974 he worked in review-

af the board present were Judge Freder- demonstrated interest in the case. ing Indian Point Unit l*s safety, and

ick J. Shon, a nuclear engineer former- NYPIRG's Joan Holt was criticalof played a role in the refusal to renew its

ly with the Atomic Energy Commis- these legal moves to block participation provisional license. This unit has been
sion, and Dr. Oscar H. Parris, an envi- by these groups. "If the plant: are so shut down permanently. It was closed

ronmental scientist, safe, why are they so afraid of an open because it has no emergency cooling

PASNY lawyer Charles Morgan, who hearing?" she asked. system, Pollard says. He says the equiva-

for most of his career was e attorney UCS's nuclear safety engineen Pollard lent of a two square-inch break in the
for the American Civil Liberties Union, says he is skeptical about the outcome pipes of the unit's primary coohng sys-

argued for a motion to stay that,if of the hearings. He brands them as a tem in the years when it operated,
Conrinued
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_ c hundred million and one in a billion of Closing the Indian Point Nuclear
over the hfe spans of the plants, usually Facility. In it, the GAO concluded
thirty years. that nuclear power generated at Indian

Pollard says there is no basis for such Point cost only one fourth of that gen-
a claim. lie quotes David Okrent, a re- erated by comparable oil-fired plants
search scientist and consultant to the in the region, saving consumers
Committee on Nuclear Safeguards, who 5600,000,000 in 1980. The alternative,

! says,"It appears difficult to demon- the report said, was to import
strate with a high degree of confidence 20,000,000 barrels of Middle East oil.
that frequency of core damage or core There would be no immediate power
meltdown is less than about one in a shortages,if the nuclear plants were

- f I ihousand." closed down, the report also said,but-

from 1962 to 1974, could have led to a Safety at Indian Point is a concern over the long term shortages were pos-
meltdown. to many elected officials and residents sible.'

Pollard believes the two operating livmg nearby, but opposition to the The UCS published its own study
plants at Indian Point are still an acci- plants has never gained enough general that argued that the closing ofIndian
dent waiting to happen. In a speech in support to cause the operators to close Point would raise monthly bills by a
Westchester last October he told an them down. mere 6 percent.or 54 on the average
auddnce of 300 that many of the prob- The main reason for this failure monthly bill.'
lems he cited when he resigned six years probably lies in the economics of pow- Charles Komonoff, an energy con.

| before remain, while new ones had or generation in New York City and sultant for state power authorities and'

emerged. Westchester, where consumers, already private companies and author of several
Con Ed's Lingdren disagrees with squeezed by the highest electricity books on nuclear power costs, agrees

that the cost benefits of Indian Point
L are overstated in the GAO report. lie
L

'

Hearing 3 estimates the sanngs to consumers,.

;
when all factors are considered, would

L The Nuclear Reg;iatory Commission, tinue operation, but establishad an range from $200 million to $300 mil-
which licenses and regulates nuclear Atomic Safety and Licensing Board to lion a year.
plants, has ordered hearings to investi- conduct an investigation. Over the combined total of the four-e

'

' gate safety issues at Indian Point. They The spring hearings will consider teen years the two units at Indian Point
j are expected to begin in late spring- written contentions presented hy ten have operated, the average capacity fac.

| The Union of Concemed Scientists, a "intervenor" groups in a triallike pro- tor, although less than the original ex-
group critical of the nuclear industry, cedure. On the basis of evidence pre- pectations, has been above 60 percent.

, filed a petition in 1979 requesting a sented by intervenors, operators and flowever,in the first eleven months of
: shutdown of Units 2 and 3 pending other interested groups, including gov- 1981, Unit 2 was operating only 35 per-
' an investigation of plant safety and the ernment agencies, the board will recom- cent of the time, Unit 3 only slightly
I suitability of the site at Indian Point. mend actions it thinks the NRC should more. At this level of performance,
I The NRC allowed the plants to con- take regarding future Indian Points. Komonoff says, the cost advantages of
'

nuclear over oil-fired plants almost dis-
Fullard. "1 am extremely confident of rates in the nation, fear that shutting appears. Con Ed spokesmen deny this,
the safety of the plants," he says. "I the plants down willincrease their rates Some experts believe the poor per-
kmk at probabihties,I don't have bhnd even further and could cause power formance of the units at Indian Point
fait h." shortages, will continue as the result of what they

lindgrea says that when Units 2 and ljndsay Audin, an energy speciahst term " generic problems." These are un-
3 were built in the mid 1970s, Con Ed and activist, says the nuclear debate has anticipated safety problems, such as the
reabzed the site in a populous area was changed recently to reflect this concern corrosion of pipes in the steam gener-
not an average one. State of the art with economics. "Nobody thinks he is ator, found to be common to a whole
technology was used, he says, and new going to dit, so talking about nuclear generation of nuclear reactors. The NRC
safety features were and have been safety to people is irrelevant to them. will be holding hearings to investigate
added, such as the construction of spe- But people think about going bankrupt, these generic problems in the near future
cial street reinforcements over all welds about losing their property. If you're if, as a result oflow capacity factors
in the containment dome. lie argues speaking about something in this soci. and/or generic problems, the units at
that, even taking human error into ac- ety, don't talk about life and death, Indian Point continue to fall short of
count the risks to safety at Indian talk about dollars and cents." their potential for lowering the cost of
Point are very low. As evidence he In 1980, at the request of several electricity to consumers, residents living
points to a probabibty study conduct- members of the llouse Subcommittee near the plants and their representatives
ed by Con Ed's safety engineers. It on Energy and Power,the General Ac- might increasingly ask themselves, says
shows,he says, that the chances of a counting Office of the Congress pre- Komonoff "Is it worth it?"
core meltdown are between one m three pared a report called " Economic impact In his October speech, Pollard told

continued
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his audience the outcome of the hear-, I

[.
ings into the Indian Point site s ould be
determined by how the people living

,Y near it felt, and what they do about it., ,

Ng7 If people do nothing, he said, the plants
8

| 'A J will continue to operate and "the same
assurances would be given that allis

f
~

..

well until, at four o' clock some morn-
|

'
- ing,you get the same message the people

of Harrisburg got."'

'L%,a . a

Fr. tTest FizzleThe hee Medio phdneophy of Total Heslin Care means every espect of our resusents' hves should s- -m- ~ o~ t* - hs a-. -- --- - home-
-

>

pbsisal sad onopsisonal thetsps. dental sad podiatry services and pereceibed diets. me provide a Two weeks before a scheduled MarchI

I ke en..ronmeni sad once s wide range of nonst and recresinonal acti.ities
The conns health peofessionals of the hee Medicefamily make the Ovahey of Lefe more than a phdoeu-3 test of emergency procedures, a hot-

l ne from Indian Point to county off.pm. si, our midem. a s a miny i-
He meinwne mqvities about our fac$lities. asadable space for nem residenis or employment opput-

'

tunners please connect one of our ame stdled norung foolities in connecticut cials f ailed during the second stage of a

four-hour simulated accident driff.
'Y.,".'7.',Ul '/* #"''' #*7!Y.[*G*f87"' 7.'.,'$*,,' pp;*J <* ' ("*#

Y " ' '"'

' Ta',j'.*',U, ".M*~ '"Tv*."M*e7*/ "*~'
" n'.'',U.N5~ I*["*' "*~ ." s

"!*,,','*4*TG*' "*~ T*T."J. "*"|.",'*'""" "*~' " d".'", ".'7/, N '"'" p ed t k e es One a r one:
Special hotlines connecting officials off

the four New York counties in the

New Medico Assocotes.Inc Emergency Planning Zone with cach
other and state officials had not yet

' " " " ' * * ' " ' * " " ' '
_

- been connected. The officials went
;, _ _ __ through regular telephone company

" ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " " * " ' ' ' ' " * * * * " ' '
\ "It was a bit unwieldy," said DelBello.THr /

13cE 4c1%mm5
Le

DRESSING ROOM 1 Will the people living in the shadow.

Send a belly dancer with of Indian Point accept the assurances of

>
. cNa#Irio[ the operators, or will they heed the'

if 'f9
f

or birthday warnings of tlie critics? Full hearings,

j
' sreetins5 prepared for at the prehearing confer-h '

h l' ence at Spring Vale inn held by the
- g

I ,f Atomic Licensing and Safety Board are
<

!) s) | scheduled for this spring and are intend-
..

/ g ed to treat this issue. The arguments-
,

r g \ should come down to a fine balance-
'

, ;[ i whether the economics and cost
>

'l j benefits of nuclear energy outweigh
g 914 723-5252 / dangers inherent in atomic technology

. ''

;
1 !'

'

' that include, not only the technology it-
self,but human and geographic factors.

[,i 4Afestchester's$ favorite
HAND KNIT WARE , . ..

,

i For further information call:,,Chiness restatsrant's" * %
I ! Consolidated Edison,914-52&5119

i Nuclear Regulatory Commission,215-

] ! 337 5000 (collect)
"

.

New York Public in'.erest Rewarch
'

Group,212-349-6460
* Ss T= vie n ad Parents Concerned About Indian Point,

Ty Leon Garden
,

| g14 2715798wMePiam 946 m o

h Leon h p 4 m m nhn* ' Power Authority of the State of New
948 444a ' } York,914-739-8200UNUSUAL JEWELRY who Piams

,

f' Union of Concerned Scientists,202-129 Grand Street Crotone*Hudso" Ty Leon Flestureed e . ses cian t n ad
' E4946 '96 5600914-211 4334 gi v,,n ,ns

Mon. sat.,10a.m.-60.m. t,,cn g3 n , o Cecitads o carry eut sende ! Westchester Emergency Preparedness
j Office,914 682-2286 s

Gfr certificarer l'isa a MarrerCard - i
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